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WHEN DIANNA WALKED OUT
OF THE HOSPITAL,

SHE FELT LIKE A NEW WOMAN.

Indeed, that was precisely what she was.
For “Dianna"—the name she uses in this

extraordinary first-person story—had
just had her sex changed in a headline-

making medical operation that caused
heated controversy throughout the country.

Now Dianna tells her story. The story of

a boy growing up to discover he was a
girl in every way but in physical equipment.
The story of a boy forced by society to live a
secret life of shame and degradation in

the night world of the sexual outcast.

A story that is bizarre, startling,

shocking—yet one that is deeply human
and courageous, a moving plea for tolerance

and understanding of individual sexual
preferences, no matterhow unusual they
may be.
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INTRODUCTION
THE TRANSSEXUAL STORY began probably in an-

tiquity. Anecdotal records of transvestites or cross-dressers

such as the Chevalier d’Eon de Beaumonts, the French dip-

lomat, who lived for eighty-three years, and for thirty-four

of these years as a woman, serve as an indicator of the high
social regard eighteenth century nobility had for the trans-

sexual. The female counterpart is best exemplified by Mary
Walker, who, during the Civil War became the first Ameri-
can woman to be commissioned an Army surgeon. Mary
Walker dressed in men s clothing. We do not know whether
the French Chevalier or the American surgeon would have
undergone sex conversion surgery if facilities were available

to them. The first sex-change operation reported in medical
literature was by F. Abraham in 1931. The first sex-reassign-

ment under medical and surgical supervision was the Dan-
ish artist Emar Wegener who became Lili Elbem ( 1883-
1931).

The confusion in sexual identification and gender-role

disorientation is a relatively new psychiatric frontier. The
term transsexualism was first used by D. Cauldwell in 1949
as ‘psychipathia transsexualis*. H. Benjamin described sev-

eral cases of transsexualism in a talk in 1963 and the word
“transsexual” or “transexual” became part of our modem
vocabulary.

Various attempts to define properly this syndrome have
been made. A good working definition that is currently

acceptable is that of J. Money: “Transsexualism is a dis-

turbance of gender identity in which the person manifests

with constant and persistent conviction, the desire to five

as a member of the opposite sex and progressively takes to

live in the opposite sex role, full time.”

There are, in my opinion, over one hundred thousand
transsexuals in the United States, Canada and Mexico.
Probably more than three thousand of these have under-
gone some form of sex reassignment surgery. These figures

poignantly point out the scope of the transsexual story.

LEO WOLLMAN, M.S., M.D.,
F.R.S.H.
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PREFACE

The most difficult task in wriitng this book is

getting the right perspective on myself. It is only

human to color facts with imagination and

dreams. I am interested, not in the way I have im-

agined the world, but in the way medical science

and the world have re-created me from male to fe-

male.

By no means has my life been a series of trage-

dies. Ive really never taken anyone very seriously,

least of all myself. My life has been a combination

of laughter, fear, and sadness.

I want not only to record occurrences but to

leave for posterity the ideas that life—because of

my unique situation—has forced me to accept.

The pages of this book are a storehouse of

memories gathered along the path of life. I per-

sonally have quietly accepted the penalties im-

posed upon one who fails to follow the conven-

tions and mores of the masses.

I have changed the names of people who ap-

pear here, particularly those of my aged parents,

to preserve their privacy from the prying eyes of

the curious. I have written this book with deep

emotional feeling, honesty, and love.
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CHAPTER ONE

ITWAS 12:30 a.m., June 12, 1962.

Toronto was stifling—as was all of the lower

lakes region—from oppressive heat and soaring

humidity. Any therapeutic effects a slight breeze

was trying to dispense went completely unheeded

by me as I sweated, tossed, turned, squirmed, and

sweated some more. I stared at the bedroom ceil-

ing with a vain expectancy.

Unbeknown to me, farther up the same street at

number 134, my friend Rosemary slept fitfully.

Her slumbers were punctuated by spasmodic ex-

halations and sighs.

Even more unbeknown, several miles away on

Highway 401—Toronto’s main east-west artery—

a small blue European car, its only occupant a

lone male, sped toward downtown and tragedy.

In the city, the ninety degree record tempera-
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hire had been alleviated by a short sharp thunder

shower around midnight. This had merely pro-

duced a film of moisture on the roads that made

driving exacting and hazardous. The skies had

cleared after the storm, but little had been done

to curb the oppressive humidity that hung like a

pall over the night air.

In utter desperation, I picked up the phone and

dialed Rosemary's number. She answered right

after the first ring.

"Are you awake, Rosemary?" I queried.

"Can anyone sleep on a night like this?” came

her reply.

"Let's go for a drive just to cool off. ItH only

take me two minutes to get dressed. Just throw on

a coat, no one'll see us. I'll be at your place within

five minutes. See you,” my voice trailed off.

I got up from the bed where I'd been lying in

a bath of perspiration, went to the washbasin to

slosh my face and neck with cool water, pulled on

a pair of slacks, struggled into a blouse, slipped

my feet into thongs, grabbed my handbag, and

headed for the door.

I went down the narrow stairs from the apart-

ment to the main hallway. As I opened the front

door, a blast of humid, sultry air assailed me.

My car was parked on the street directly in

front of the house; although Rosemary lived only

six houses away, I was forced to take a three min-
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ute drive around the block because it was a one-

way street.

I headed in a northerly direction.

The time was a quarter to one.

I tooted the horn outside Rosemary’s house and

only waited two minutes for her to appear.

"Come on and jump in, Rosemary, it’s stifling in

this car. I’ve opened all the windows and it should

cool off when we start driving.”

I was at the wheel, Rosemary beside me. She

leaned back against the seat and closed her eyes.

As we drove along, neither of us spoke. Occa-

sionally, Rosemary would open her eyes long

enough to exchange a tight-lipped smile with me.

This spoke a million words of our deep-rooted

friendship.

I turned up the volume on the car radio, which

was tuned to my favorite station—CFRB. I

checked my watch from the greenish light of the

dashboard—it was 1 :00 a.m.

I drove onto Highway 401, past apartment

buildings, beyond which we glimpsed the lights of

Toronto. Glancing into my rearview mirror, I

spotted headlights from a blue car about a mile

behind us. It seemed to be the only other vehicle

going in our direction. As he approached, the

driver slowed the car down to our speed. It

moved along gradually in front of us, almost

blocking our way.
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Because neither Rosemary nor I were seeking

male companionship, I decided to pass him.

For a moment, the road ahead was completely

clear. Then the driver of the blue car accelerated.

In doing so, he sideswiped us. My actions were

pure reflex—the steering wheel went completely

out of control; the wheels started to spin, the car

ricocheted madly from side to side.

Rosemary gasped, screamed, pressed her palms

against the dashboard. She leaned frantically

across the front seat and grabbed the steering

wheel—her slight build was no match for the Plym-

outh. We lurched off the road. Brakes squeeled,

the car continued its onward rush to destruction.

The impact of our car against the guardrail was

deafening and shattering.

The doors flew open.

An instant after hitting the guardrail, the car

veered over onto its side. Seconds later, it

careened down the embankment.

I woke from an oblivion and dimly realized I

was lying on a damp grassy slope. My head was

throbbing and I trembled violently all over. There

was still that all-pervading heat, and sweat oozed

from every pore.

Trying to stand up, I was aware that my entire

body ached; I must be badly bruised.

“Are you all right?” A brief pause, then the same

voice again.
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"Can you walk, miss?"
9

His shadowy figure came into view.

For a moment, I didn’t say anything. I just

stared at him, mesmerized. I tried to get to my
feet, but my legs had turned to rubber.

Jim—I later learned his name—was on his way
home from his gas station. The tall, handsome

Nova Scotian, who owned his own garage, had

left work less than twenty minutes before.

"Yes, I’m okay. Where’s Rosemary? Oh, where

is she?” I sobbed.

Almost two minutes had gone by.

My question was answered by her agonized

moans and groans.

"Dianna, Dianna”—her voice was so faint it

barely reached me. I gestured toward her.

"Please help her, please, please,” I begged.

He left me and rushed to Rosemary’s side. She

lay above me on the slope in a pool of blood. I

tried to call out to her—no words would come to

me. I tried again—the same.

I stumbled after Jim till I too reached her. Her

beautiful face was streaked with blood, one side

of it red and swollen. Her coat was nowhere in

sight. Her seminude body lay bleeding, battered,

and bruised.

Jim bent over her to see if she was still breath-

ing. She was, but each breath was a faint shallow

gasp.
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“We’ve got to get her to the hospital right now,”

he said over his shoulder.

He gently cradled Rosemary in his arms and

carried her up the steep embankment toward his

parked car. I followed. It was a tremendous ef-

fort; I stumbled and fell several times before

reaching the top.

Above us on the road, as far as I was able to

see, other vehicles were stopping. The south-

bound lane was halted.

My world was peering faces, slippery grass, jab-

bering, blabbering voices, blinding headlights,

smells of acrid burning rubber.

I slipped again.

My horizon was tar as I staggered to the road. I

must follow. . .

.

Gasping for breath, we reached the road. Jim

was in a state of exhaustion from carrying the

dead weight of an unconscious girl—his feet des-

perately sought a foothold on the wet slippery

grass.

A tow truck, its amber lights blinking, was al-

ready on the scene. As I looked down the embank-

ment, I saw its driver surveying the wreckage of

what had once been my car.

One of the onlookers had opened the back door

of Jim’s car. Jim placed Rosemary gently on the

rear seat. I stumbled to the front door, but didn’t
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have the strength to open it. Jim opened the door

for me.

Slamming it shut, he rushed around to the front

of the car and into the driver’s seat.

Jim did not wait for the police to arrive; his

mind was set on getting Rosemary to the nearest

hospital. He revved the engine of the car before

we rushed into the night.

We passed under a railroad bridge and began a

sweeping turn. Jim took this at top speed in his

anxiety to reach the hospital. Rosemary fell off the

back seat with a resounding thud. She muttered

incoherently.

I leaned over from the front seat to try and

raise her up.

"Leave her,” Jim cautioned. "Were nearly

there. That’s the hospital to our left.”

Obeying, I watched as the welcoming lights of

the hospital came nearer and nearer.

He rounded a final curve and followed a sign

ominously reading Emergency.

As his car pulled to a screeching halt, two aides

hurried out. They covered Rosemary’s nudity with

a blue hospital blanket, and the heftier of the two

lifted her onto a stretcher.

Jim was distraught as he walked beside her. I

managed to get into the hospital assisted by him.

Curious eyes of other patients followed our prog-

ress.
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As Rosemary disappeared behind swinging

doors, a nurse came up to me and asked if I felt

well enough to answer some questions. I nodded.

Despite this, she motioned toward a stretcher and

made me lie down on it. She took the usual de-

tails from me, my name, age, address, and place of

business.

While she was questioning me, I could hear re-

peated over the hospital intercom: “Dr. Brown to

emergency, please. Dr. Brown to emergency.”

My response to this summons was a flood of un-

controllable tears bordering on hysteria.

‘Where's Rosemary? Where is she, please.

Nurse, where is she?”

My question was answered by the nurse hand-

ing me a glass of water and a pill, which I downed

grudgingly. I felt a needle in my arm.

There were fifteen years difference between

Rosemary and me. I was in my twenties, Rose-

mary in her late thirties. I sometimes felt the gap

was greater than it really was, Rosemary was be-

coming conscious of her age. But in reality, age

was not the gap, there was another one much
wider—or so it seemed.

While washing her face yesterday morning, she

had seen two faint wrinkles that were deepening.

They were more ingrained than when she'd

checked them just a week ago. Her fortieth birth-

day was drawing nearer.
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She needn’t have worried, her small-boned, del-

icately shaped frame, set off by a head of pitch

black hair, was admired by boys and men many
years her junior. Her Dresden blue eyes sparkled,

and her full breasts set off every garment she

wore.

Rosemary’s marriage to Hal had in most ways

terminated. Physically, they were separated.

Rosemary lived in Toronto. Hal, with his mistress,

lived in Burbank, California. All that Rosemary

seemed to think about nowadays was getting her

Canadian citizenship, but day by day she seemed

no closer to obtaining it.

Rosemary, who was bom in southern Ireland,

needed it so she could live in the United States and

somehow break up the relationship between Hal

and the other woman.

I couldn’t understand her reasoning. Not only

did she have no guarantee once her citizenship

papers were through that he would come back to

her, but after months and months of waiting, there

was still no sign of it being granted.

Until recently, she’d been content to work as a

cocktail waitress at a downtown nightclub, get-

ting her sexual satisfaction from the all too nu-

merous lonely men looking for an attractive

woman to satiate their temporary sexual appetites.

Despite this, she hoped vaguely that her

marriage—including the sexual incompatibilities
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—might be rekindled. I felt she was deluding her-

self.

The sedative, whatever it contained, carried me
into oblivion. As I lay on the stretcher in the hall-

way, all the terrors and anxieties of the accident

dissolved into nothingness.

But the nothingness was punctuated by an awak-

ening. An awakening that found Jim standing by

my side.

"Where’s Rosemary?” I mumbled as the ter-

rorizing memories of that awesome accident came

coursing back to my semiconscious mind.

From where I lay, I could see a nurse sitting at

her station under a lamp about twenty feet away.

Her impeccable white uniform gleamed.

With help, I managed to get off the stretcher

and woozily walk over to the nurse. She looked at

me and perceptibly hesitated.

"Dianna, I need some information from you. Do
you think you re well enough to talk to me?” she

asked in a quiet, level voice. "Sit down,” she said,

pointing to a nearby chair.

My heart began to beat faster.

‘What is this girls name?”

"Rosemary Sheehan,” I replied.

Oh, why all these superfluous questions, I

thought irritably.

"That’s an Irish name isn’t it?”
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What the hell does it matter what it is at a time

like this.

<c

Where does she live?”

“One thirty-four Madison Avenue,” I sulkily re-

plied.

At last, after more questions and more banali-

ties she finally ceased this pointless interrogation.

Pent-up words burst uncontrollably from my
lips.

“May I see Rosemary, please?”

The nurse’s voice was low. “Yes, you can see

her, but only for a moment.” She motioned me to

follow her.

A hallway was immediately ahead. The nurse

went into a small antiseptic room and I was silent

as I followed her. Rosemary was lying inside a

plastic oxygen tent—the only sounds were the

cylinder’s hissing and the subdued voices of two

white-coated doctors.

The nurse unzipped the front of the tent. Rose-

mary mumbled. She moaned. She tried to say

something, but all I could understand was “Dian-

na, Dianna.”

She tried desperately to speak again, but her

eyes slowly began to close. A complexion of death

haunted her beautiful face.

I leaned over her. I desperately wanted to

touch her, but I felt helpless.

The muse tugged at my arm. Then she said:
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"Dianna, you’ve got to leave now; she must

sleep.”

She led me from the room. We retraced our

steps to the nursing station, where I sat down in

the same chair as before.

A moment later, the nurse was called away by a

young intern. This was my chance. I had to leave,

but only I knew why. I was guarding a secret

within my very being; I just couldn’t stay in the

hospital.

"Please, take me out of here,” I said to Jim. I

knew I couldn’t stay in these surroundings for one

more second.

He agreed.

"All right, I’ll take you home.” He took me by

the arm and we hastened down a long corridor,

down a flight of steps, out to the parking lot. We
headed swiftly for his car. I thought we had left

unobserved, but I was wrong.

"Miss, miss,” an intern yelled from the steps.

"Come back.” He ran toward the car, shouting as

he ran.

"You can’t leave the hospital. You have to be ex-

amined. . . . You haven’t been discharged.”

His pleas were to no avail.

"Let’s go. I want to get out of here. I must, I

must.” I was almost screaming.

As the car gathered speed and left the hospital
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parking lot, Jim smiled and, turning to me, said, "I

could use a cup of coffee. How about you?”

Somehow, despite all the preceding panic, he

had managed to retain an air of serenity that was

unnerving.

“Yes, I sure could. Do you have a cigarette?”

He offered me a half-empty pack of Benson &
Hedges, which, ironically, happened to be my fa-

vorite brand, pressed the lighter into the dash-

board, and waited for it to spring free. When it

was heated, he leaned across and lit my cigarette

as he clasped my trembling hands.

As he drove slowly along toward a restaurant, I

relived the past hour. How serious jwere Rose-

mary s injuries? Would she recover?

I tried to blank her out of my thoughts com-

pletely, but Rosemary and my involvement in the

accident constantly haunted me—yet I was pow-

erless to do anything about it.

“There should be a coffee shop open a few

blocks farther along,” Jim said.

We drove about half a mile and we saw a

garish neon sign proclaiming “Open 24 hours.”

He parked the car outside the entrance, pulled

on the emergency brake, but left the engine run-

ning. He got out of the car, shut the door, then,

sticking his head through the open window, in-

“How do you want yours? Regular or black?”
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“Black,” I sighed.

As soon as lie disappeared into the dingy res-

taurant, I rested my head on the padded dash-

board and hysterically burst into uncontrollable

tears.

A few minutes later, he returned carrying two
paper cups of coffee. Upon seeing me, he set them
down on the sidewalk beside the car.

He quietly opened the car door and gently sat

down beside me, putting his arm around my
shoulder in an effort to calm me.

“Do you think maybe I should drive you back

to the hospital? You re in no state to go home like

this. You need medical help. Please let me take

you to a doctor.”

Not yielding to his urgings, I said, “No! Take

me home. I want to sleep in my own bed.” I

sobbed violently but I looked directly into his

eyes. His earlier mood of optimism was turning to

one of skepticism. He was faced then with the al-

ternatives of either driving me back to the hospi-

tal or home. He chose the latter.

“All right, if you insist. Where do you live?”

“One twenty-five Madison Avenue,” I gulped

between sobs.

The homeward journey was a blur of car lights

glimpsed between body-shaking sobs, hysterical

inhalations—added to all this, the unbearable

heat.
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The next thing I remember was being helped

out of the car. Jim was almost carrying me—at

least bearing all my weight. We walked toward

the welcoming, gaily painted front door.

My landlady, Marge, a jolly French Canadian in

her late thirties, cautiously opened the door

slightly in response to our persistent knocks.

I could see the look of relief on her face as she

realized it was me. She clasped me in her arms.

“Oh, Dianna, I’m so glad you're okay. When
you called from the hospital, I was so worried. I

sent A1 over to bring you home. He's over there

now, I guess, but I'm sure they’ll tell him you've

left."

I shook my head doubtfully, though not entire-

ly dismissing the idea. It was only then that I re-

membered I'd managed to call her from a corridor

pay phone at the hospital.

“I hardly think so,” I mused, but left my
thoughts unsaid.

There were no formal farewells or even thanks

to Jim. Marge waved a faint goodbye, and with a

quick “so long," he left.

I walked across the hallway to the foot of the

staircase, grasped the railing, and literally

dragged myself up the stairs to my rooms. I flung

myself across my bed, fully clothed, buried my
face in the pillows, and cried myself into a tor-

tured sleep.
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I awoke to the insistent jangle of the telephone.

For a moment, I ignored it, hoping it would stop

ringing, but I reached across the bed for the re-

ceiver.

“Hello/' I drawled, half-dazed with fatigue.

“Is this Miss Smith?” a crisp businesslike voice

asked. “Miss Dianna Smith?”

“Yes, who is this?” I queried, ignoring my tired-

ness.

“Fm from the hospital. Im sorry to have to tell

you—your friend Rosemary passed away an hour

ago. I'm very sorry, Miss Smith. We did every-

thing we could to save her. Now, if you could pos-

sibly give us some more details about. . .

.”

I dropped the phone to the floor, leaving the re-

ceiver dangling from its cord. The silence seemed

endless.

From afar, I could hear a faint voice calling. . .

.

“Dianna, Dianna. . .

.”
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CHAPTER TWO
THE DISTANT echo of the name Dianna would

not always have evoked a response. I officially be-

came Dianna on April 20, 1970, courtesy of a team

of doctors at the Toronto General Hospital. They

anatomically changed me from a male to a female.

Prior to that time, I was Clifford Boileau, al-

though for many years I lived under the alias or

Dianna. You see, unbeknown to me or my parents,

I was bom a transsexual.

For my life history to be complete, I should list

all my blue-blooded ancestors. This I am unable

to do. I personally don't know or think about

them.

All I do know, with any degree of certainty, is

that I was bom a boy in a Winnipeg home for

unwed mothers.

I, therefore, have not the slightest idea of who,
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or what, my natural parents were, and I really see

no reason for speculating on a spark from an un-

known source. I accept the fact that my genealogy

is obscure.

Indisputably an occurrence took place some-

where in western Canada. A man and a woman
met, maybe loved, but definitely made love—and

I, Clifford, was the result of their intimacy.

Man has little charge over his destiny, and even

lesser charge over his being bom.

I, therefore, cannot tell you why I was bom one

New Year’s Eve, nor why Winnipeg, Manitoba,

was the first place in the universe where I beheld

the light of day. One thing I am sure of is that I

relinquished my priority on my mother’s lap at a

very early age. I wasn’t fussed over, caressed, or

loved by my natural mother. She left me in a

sterile orphanage to await the coming of adoptive

parents who would take me into their hearts and

home.

Those loving parents were Leo and Mary Cecelia

(nee Erikson) Boileau.

They were very poor; at times, their very means

of existence was precarious. Their humble home

was small, the furnishings meager, and they had

undergone and still do undergo many privations.

But they dearly wanted a baby boy of their own.

Mother was told by her doctors that she would

never be able to bear a child.
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My mother is on the tall side, about five-seven,

a large woman, constantly fighting the battle of

the bulge. She's spent years combating almost

every illness known to womankind. I remember

her telling me about her Swedish mother and fa-

ther who emigrated from Europe at the turn of

the century. They settled in Minnesota and later

the family moved north to Canada, to Vassar,

Manitoba.

Her family were Lutheran in a sea of Catholi-

cism. Her recollections of the hue and cry raised

by her parents when, at the age of twenty, she de-

cided to marry my father, live with me still. Her

father, who lived to be over ninety, did not attend

the actual ceremony and would not speak to her

for many years after her marriage. However, he

eventually came to accept his son-in-law.

It would be hard not to like and admire my fa-

ther, who in contrast to my mother has a slight

build and is short. Although uneducated and illit-

erate, he speaks French and English with equal

fluency. This mastery of French has somewhat

eluded me despite hearing it from my earliest

days.

I remember my paternal grandfather well. He
mainly spoke French and always showered me
with love and affection. Today, whenever I smell

a certain type of pipe tobacco, I always think of
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Grandpa Boileau as he pulled me onto his knee

and I plucked at his long white beard.

My earliest recollections of life start around the

age of three. I can remember being taken to the

photographers to have my picture taken. It was

dark and musty inside, but I remember being

thrilled as I was helped up onto the chair where I

stood in all my blond tousled glory. I still have

that precious picture; it shows a chubby, curly

haired little boy in short trousers. To this day I

love being photographed.

Having been adopted by a mother who was un-

able to have children insured my place in the fam-

ily as an only child. We had no electricity, run-

ning water, car, or television. Therefore, we were

isolated for much of the time.

I became a somewhat withdrawn, sensitive

child, very dependent upon my parents. As their

only son, I also became the center of both my
parents’ anxieties. Sometimes I sensed that my
mother in particular, was being overprotective to-

ward me. She was not willing to let me take the

physical and emotional bruises that are part of the

growing up process of normal boyhood.

Of course, I realize today that I was not a nor-

mal boy. I led a lonely life, I grew up very much

by myself and within myself.

Our little two-room house was completely iso-

lated in the middle of nowhere. The house itself
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was at the end of a dirt road. It was white stucco

on the outside and drab and dreary on the inside.

The two rooms consisted of a living room-cum-

Idtchen, complete with a large black range, and a

bedroom with a double bed and a small camp cot

that I slept on.

The house went with Dad's job as a forest

ranger. It was not much, but it provided a roof

over our heads and shelter and warmth from the

harsh northern Manitoba winters. The tiny yard

was covered with pine trees, black earth, and for-

gotten sheds. There was always the wind coming

in sweeping gusts. Mother seemed permanently to

have an off-white wash strung on a line—eternally

flapping in the stiff breeze. The yard was sur-

rounded by a broken picket fence that was

warped and stooped with age. I loved to watch

the crows that gathered on the fence and the way
they soared into the sky as I slammed the broken

screen door behind me when going outside.

We had about three cows and several hens. Be-

cause we didn't have a hen house, the hens laid

their eggs in grassy spots, behind hillocks, near

boulders, and in different nooks and crannies.

In the spring and summer, I used to rush out-

side in the early morning to hunt for the precious

eggs. Mother wasn’t too happy about my egg-

hunts, preferring to do the chore herself. She had

an inordinate fear of my coming into contact with
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porcupines who sought sanctuary in our small

acreage of cleared land. Her fears were groundless,

for no harm ever came to me. My love and trust of

all animals is still with me today.

I used to nibble at the large hunks of red salt

that were spread around the pasture for the cows.

“Clifford, stop licking that salt; you’ll get all

lands of diseases/’ I can remember Mother yelling

from the back porch. But I never caught any of

the dire ailments, and I continued to share salt

with my bovine friends, always making sure Mom
wasn’t looking.

I remember one near tragedy. I was wandering

around the field not looking where I was going,

when I suddenly tripped. Next thing I knew, I

was up to my neck in water, screaming for Moth-

er. I had fallen into the cows’ watering hole.

Mother heard my yells and I was rescued.

One of my pet idiosyncrasies was to hide in one

of the sheds on the property and pretend to be

lost. Mother would frantically search all over,

fearing I had drowned or was at least impaled by

a porcupine quill. With a satisfied grin on my
face, I would stay hidden and silent.

This streak of stubbomess and wanting to be

alone has carried over to my adult years. For de-

spite the fact that I love people, I still enjoy my
own company very much and am apt, once in a

while, to go into my own private retreat.
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Loneliness in the midst of people is not new to

me.

Looking back on these early years, I realize that

my whole world was bounded by my mother and

father. I found that when I was good (which was

not that often) I was the only one praised. When
I was obstinate and reticent, I was the only one

punished. I tried very hard, even at such a young

age, to be everything to my parents. I knew that

money was a scarce commodity, and somewhere

deep inside me, I, Clifford, wanted to achieve for

my family everything material they had failed to

achieve for themselves. This stress, which for the

most part I had brought upon myself, produced a

feeling of inadequacy.

Gf course, there were many positive things I

think I accomplished. Being an only child be-

stowed on me a certain authoritarian role in life. I

am consequently used to having my demands met.

Proof of this was to come much later in life when
I was to overcome almost insurmountable obsta-

cles to achieve my life-long goal.

Ever since I can remember, my father waged a

long struggle against total blindness. This condi-

tion was later aggravated by his work as a forest

ranger from peering into the sunlight for hours on

end, looking for telltale wisps of smoke that could

foretell a fire that would sear the forest and leave

it a devastated mess of charred embers. With the
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passage of time, his eyes grew weaker and he be-

came semi-blind.

These relatively carefree days in the Canadian

bush were soon to end. Dad’s eyes got progressive-

ly worse and we were forced to return to Win-

nipeg. The eye specialist diagnosed cataracts of

both eyes. He was unemployable and given a

meager government pension for the blind.

Mother remained steadfastly at Fathers side. It

was during this time that she started reading

aloud to him—newspapers ,
books, and letters. She

still does—she’s his own personal talking Braille.

Swaying gently back and forth in a rocking chair,

she reads in an endless monotone. Despite all her

years of practice, I don’t think she’s received any

offers of employment to be a newscaster on any

local radio stations. Nevertheless, Dad thinks she’s

great.

Our move back to Winnipeg was to change our

way of life considerably. Gone were the open

fields, the cows, and the chickens. In their stead, a

musty rooming house on a shabby street at the

comer of Carlton and St. Mary’s. We lived a few

houses away from St. Mary’s convent, and the

comings and goings of the nuns were a constant

source of fascination to me. The nuns, unbeknown

to themselves, cheered up many a lonely day for

me as I peered in wonderment at them from a sec-

ond floor bed-sitting room.
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My first sexual experience was foisted on me at

the tender age of four.

I have a distinct recollection of an alleyway

that ran past the back of the convent to our house

and I used it as a shortcut to the grocery store when
running errands for Mom.
The alley was flanked on either side by garages,

I felt sure they could whisper a thousand things

they had seen—but they never did.

One day in particular is very vivid in my mind.

I was jauntily walking and skipping through the

alleyway. It was about 2:30 in the afternoon in

early May. I was going to the comer grocery store

for some shopping.

I met a young man on a bicycle who offered me
a ride on the crossbar. This was a real treat for a

four-year-old, so I gladly accepted. We rode up

and down the alleyway to the accompaniment of

my gleeful giggles and whoops of joy.

My newfound friend stopped the bicycle and

asked if I’d like to see his new sleeping bag, which

was inside one of the garages.

'"What’s a sleeping bag?” I wondered. I was

soon to find out.

With childlike curiosity and trust, I followed

him to inspect his new possession.

Once inside the garage, he closed the creaking

door behind us—the only light poured through

the gaping cracks in the roof. Still my inquisi-
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tiveness and reliance on my older friend did not

falter. I was not afraid.

When he lay down on the sleeping bag and

drew me on top of his prostrate body and started

to fondle me, I still didn’t resist or complain. Why
should I? I loved being kissed and hugged, this

was de rigeur among my assorted aunts and un-

cles. Of course, their hugs and kisses were not car-

ried out on a garage floor in semidarkness—but

then, I was a mere child and my mind didn’t ques-

tion his motives or actions.

He undid his pants’ zipper with a grating sound

of metal upon metal. He put his hand inside and

produced his large, swollen penis, which com-

pared to a four-year-old boy’s was enormous. He
started to work his hand up and down its entire

length. He took my tiny hand in his and guided it

up and down with his right hand. I could feel the

engorged veins and the pleasant warmth. Sudden-

ly, he started to groan and a flood of whitish liq-

uid was spewed from his penis all over my hand.

It was sticky and I tried to wipe it off on his

pants. He was lying with his eyes glazed, peering

toward the ceiling. He was content—I, a small

boy, had acquiesed to all his demands.

It was only when he cautioned me to absolute

secrecy that I realized all was not well. Why
couldn’t I tell Mom or Dad?

I raced toward home. Then I remembered the
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shopping that I had not done. I thought that

Mother would be mad and I became frightened

and started to cry and cry. A girl who was ob-

viously a student at the convent came over and

asked me what the matter was and where I lived.

Between sobs, I gave her my address—at least

pointed in the general direction of our house. She

took me gently by the hand, wiped away my tears

with a somewhat grubby handkerchief, and led

me homeward.

Mother couldn't fathom how I was lost in a lo-

cale I knew so well. It just didn't make sense. She

thanked the girl profusely for bringing me home

safely and took my hand as we climbed the rick-

ety stairs to our top floor room. I shivered from all

my sobbing. Within myself, I vowed I would

never go near the alleyway again.

“What happened, Clifford?"

My voice somehow betrayed my nervousness.

“Nothing, Mom, really."

My face was white.

Mother whispered incredulously:

“My God—no—1"
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CHAPTER THREE

FATHER COUTURE, his stem face never betray-

ing an inner kindness, stood silently and reverently

at the foot of the altar.

“Domirws vobiscum” he intoned in a sonorous

voice.

“Et cum spirito tuo
’’

came my halting response.

From where I knelt at the right-hand, lower

steps of the altar, I could see Father Couture s

profile. It was mgged yet sculptured.

I gathered my cassock around my knees and

shivered inwardly.

Outside the church, an early morning snowfall,

which at first had merely veiled the rooftops, de-

scended in great billows. Myriads of flakes wafted

down and twinkled and danced between build-

ings. Some caught on windowpanes or fluttered
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between porticos, but most came to rest on the

street.

At 6 a.m. the little town of Rainy River, in

northern Ontario, still slept. The sky was a leaden

inky black.

My solace had become the Catholic Church.

Under the guidance of my teachers, the Sisters of

Saint Joseph, serving as an altar boy at the early

morning Mass was a daily ritual.

I remember creeping out of my warm bed be-

fore dawn of one particular November morning. I

dressed in my warmest clothes and tiptoed down
the creaking stairs and out into the bitter cold.

My starched surplice caused me some anxious

moments. I carried it under my arm as if it were

made of gold cloth. It must, despite wind squalls,

wet snow, and freezing temperatures, arrive at the

church wrinkle free and vestal white.

Dense snow clouds overhead unleashed snow

flurries. The ever-present wind, blowing ferocious-

ly, forced me to walk sideways to avoid its bite. I

plunged my hands deep within my warm parka

pockets to keep them from numbing. With a dull

thud, thud, thud, I plodded on through the crisp

snow, whistling to allay the loneliness. The pene-

trating cold deadened every other sound.

After about twenty minutes
5

walk, I arrived at a

section of town from where I was able to see the

whole length of the main street. The tower of St
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Michael’s Church pierced the sky. Its stone facade

majestically towered over the dingy shops,

garages, and homes.

Upon reaching the church, I climbed the five

steps that were piled high with wind-driven snow.

I stamped my boots on the uppermost step to loos-

en the snow and ice that persisted in sticking to

the soles.

I pulled open the heavy oak door and went in-

side.

Over at the Presbytery, Father Couture was

bravely trying to wake himself up sufficiently to

say Mass. He stood before his mirror shaving

away at a heavy growth of overnight black stub-

ble. His electric razor whirred spasmodically.

He rubbed his hand over his face to make sure

he had not missed any stray whiskers. He pulled

up his black suspenders, buttoned up his shirt,

and put on his black waistcoat and suit jacket,

which were on a nearby chair.

Glancing once more in the mirror, he left the

bathroom and hurried downstairs to the musty

hallway. Here he put on his heavy winter coat,

black ear muffs, and indispensable snow boots.

Usually, he would arrive at the church fifteen

minutes before Mass was scheduled to begin. This

morning was to be no exception—he glimpsed at

his watch—he would be just on time.

As I entered the church, an immediate sense of
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well-being and security came over me. No longer

was I haunted by misgivings about my masculini-

ty. I somehow felt warm and glowing, like the

candles in front of the statues. They flamed until

extinguished. My personal flame was doused

when I went each day from the safety and peace

of St. Michael’s, to the cruel taunts of the boys at

school.

I was glad to be in the church; it was warm in-

side. The air was thick with the smell of incense

and candles. Near the doorway stood a rack of

pamphlets that was sort of a trademark in Catho-

lic churches. The booklets bore such literary titles

as, “The Eucharist Today/’ “St. Teresa of Avila,”

and “The Perplexed Catholic.”

I pulled off my right glove and dipped my
finger into the ice cold holy water. I made a hasty

sign of the cross, bobbed a genuflection, and hur-

ried up the aisle toward the sacristy. Under my
left arm I clutched my surplice, which I hoped

was still spotless and wrinkle free.

The church was silent and desolate, save for the

flickering lone sanctuary light. I lingered a mo-

ment in the doorway, twisted the door handle,

and stepped inside.

Father Couture had not yet arrived, and I un-

zippered my jacket and hung it on a hook behind

the door. I sat on a chair and struggled to pull off

my boots. I slipped into a pair of scruffy black
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brogues that I kept in a brown paper bag under-

neath a chair. I donned my black cassock, then

carefully unrolled my treasured surplice. I noticed

that there were some small puckers from holding

it too tightly, but otherwise it was in excellent

shape. I pulled it over my head, then smoothed it

down. It reminded me of a girl's long party dress

—I loved to wear it.

My black cassock was at least three sizes too

large. Because I was the youngest and smallest of

the altar boys serving at St. Michael's, it was im-

possible to get one to fit. Mother had tried to

shorten it with safety pins around the hem, but it

was still too long. I must remember, I thought, to

hold it up when I walked up the altar steps. I

didn't want to trip as I'd done the morning before.

I went over to the prie-dieu and laid out the

black vestments, because it was to be a Mass for

the Dead. Mrs. Roberts, a devout parishioner, had

given Father Couture five dollars to say this one

for her departed husband on the second anniver-

sary of his death.

I had the black cloth that covered the chalice in

my hand when the door opened to reveal Father

Couture standing in the doorway.

“Good morning, Clifford.” He smiled. “I see you

beat me to it again.”

I noticed he was breathing heavily from his
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brisk wa3k, and his face was bright red from the

cold.

I busied myself putting the final touches to the

folds of the vestments. I stood quietly and pa-

tiently to one side while he robed.

"I think we’re ready now, Clifford.”

He enquired, "Have you lighted the candles? I

don’t think there’ll be too many people here this

morning—too cold.”

I took a long taper and went behind the altar to

kindle the frozen white candles. They were placed

one on either side of the tabernacle. As I reached

up on tiptoe, my stomach rumbled.

I remembered I hadn’t eaten because I was to

receive Holy Communion. I glanced toward the

congregation. Father Couture was right. Apart

from Mrs. Roberts, swaddled in black and bowed
deep in prayer, the remainder of the congregation

numbered six souls.

I returned to the sacristy.

In a firm sotto voce, his head and eyes cast

down, his hands joined, Father Couture said,

"Let’s go, Clifford.”

I preceded him toward the altar and prayer.

It was, properly speaking, a low Mass, that is to

say, it was very simple—no hymns or sermon—

consequently it was much shorter than a regular

Sunday Mass. Even though it lasted for only
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about twenty minutes, it was my habit to spend

some of that time daydreaming.

One of my favorite reveries was about school. I

had been happy there, at least when I was around

my dear Sisters Helene and Blondine. They

helped me so often to suffer the ridicule of the

other boys in my grade, who of late had taken to

nicknaming me Skirts and Pants.

For it was only now that I was realizing I was

different from other boys. At least in their eyes. In

my own, I was perfectly normal. What if I did

prefer playing with dolls and little girls? They

somehow complemented my lack of stature and

feminine features.

The boys at the convent spent recess playing

marbles, hockey, and football, according to the

season, and this somehow proved their masculini-

ty. I detested all these pastimes.

Music became my escape from their cruel jeers.

An escape whereby I could release my pent-up

anxieties and emotions.

It was Sister Helene who suggested I take piano

lessons. She was delighted with my progress. My
long slender fingers were able to stretch over an

octave, and I soon became very proficient. I grad-

uated from five-finger exercises to Chopin valses

in a period of about two years.

There was one major drawback to all this prog-

ress. We didn’t have a piano at home. Not only
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could we not afford one, but the small area of our

glorified shack precluded such a luxury. Eventual-

ly, after long negotiations with my parents, the

Sisters decided to make an exception and allow

me to practice at school.

Moreover, it was also decided to enter me in

the local Kiwanis Festival at Fort Frances. This,

in turn, produced a love of performing before five

audiences I still retain.

I remember the day of my first recital vividly. I

sat on a bare stage in the town auditorium. Before

me was a grand piano that was a far cry from the

out-of-tune upright, of unknown pedigree, at

school. I was dressed in my best suit, which had

been scrubbed and rescrubbed by Mother to a

gleaming white.

I was nervous yet calm, conceited yet humble,

and unbeknown to myself, boy yet girl. All these

contradictions were contained within the frame-

work of one blond ten-year-old boy.

I played the Intermezzo from A Midsummer

Nighfs Dream, and the applause, as I touched the

final note, was even more music to my ears. I

bowed stiffly; my eyes braved the audience just

long enough to catch the radiance on Mothers

face. As usual, Dad was prevented from attending

by his work.

Sister Helene discovered I had talents not only

for the piano and organ, but that I also possessed
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an excellent boy soprano voice. Under her special

tutelage, I improved my Latin pronunciation and

avidly practiced breath control and vocal scales.

All of this diligence was rewarded by my being

the featured soloist at Midnight Mass. I was also

entered in more festivals, this time as a vocalist.

A very scratchy recording lies hidden some-

where at home—very worn from the almost daily

spin it was given for many years by my doting

parents.

In class, I loved acting everything from skits to

charades. These culminated in the annual school

concert.

It wasn’t a concert in the true sense of the

word; more accurately it should have been desig-

nated a revue. But the convent was against this

classification. A convent, any convent, has a com-

plexity of rules and regulations peculiar to itself.

One of these is the naming of various functions.

The term revue was frowned on as not being

quite nice. Mother Superior had the final say in

such matters, and she opted for the ambiguous

name concert because she associated revue with

such sin-filled emporiums as the Victory Burlesk

Theatre in far-off Toronto.

The concert as such, consisted of piano recitals,

choral renditions, monologues, and plays.

One in particular was made even more special
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by the presence of no less a personage than The

Most Reverend Bishop of Winnipeg.

For weeks in advance of the great night, the

nuns had rehearsed and re-rehearsed for the com-

mand performance.

It was—given the limitations of the town of

Rainy River—a gala occasion. All the notables

from the city council, members of the faculty of

the rival public school, and some of their students

were in attendance.

My debut was listed as number three on the

hand-painted programs that had been individually

designed by the Sisters. Due to the many hours it

took to print these in old English, there were only

six copies available. For the masses, the events

were scrawled on a chalkboard located to the left

of the stage. This to my mind was class distinction

at its very worst, those who sat clutching pro-

grams were truly the elite.

"By their programs ye shall know them,” whis-

pered a girl at my side as the curtain was about to

go up.

I played the part of a drunken wedding guest. I

entered into the spirit with gusto. I staggered and

weaved all over the stage, glass in hand, urged on

to even greater heights of drama by the laughter

and obvious delight of the crowds.

Their sporadic giggles turned to a deafening

roar, as, at my most dramatic moment, I missed
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my footing and fell off the stage right into the lap

of the very corpulent bishop.

When I realized what had happened, my first

impulse was to cry, but instead I joined His Excel-

lency and the audience in peals of laughter.
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CHAPTER FOUR

RAINY RIVER is a border railroad town, separat-

ing Ontario from Minnesota. The Rainy River after

which the town is named acts as a natural border.

The farmers from the surrounding area are the

wealthiest citizens and the big spenders. When
they arrive in town to ship their produce to the

larger cities of southern Ontario, they head for

one of the two local hotels.

One Tuesday evening, while I was playing the

organ in the choir loft at St. Michaels Church, un-

known to me, an American tourist was meditating

in the nave below, listening to my playing.

My tousled hair bobbed up and down as I

fingered the keys of the console and stretched my
legs to their farthest limits. I was so short I could

hardly reach the pedals.

Suddenly, standing at the top of the stairway of
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the choir loft, I saw the sexton of St. Michael's. He
smiled.

“Here, Clifford, I have something for you,” he

said and handed me an envelope generally used

for Sunday Mass collections.

“What is it?” I asked.

I ripped it open and there inside was a crisp

American ten dollar bill.

‘Where did this come from?”

“A gentleman from the States asked me to give

it to you.”

I was overjoyed. I had never had so much
money given to me in my life. Money had to be

earned, not given. I scrutinized the bill and won-

dered why he had given it to me. Did my playing

remind him of someone? It was odd. Then I dis-

covered that he had enclosed a note that read:

“You may never know it, but your music has

saved my life.”

I will never know what lay behind his gen-

erosity.

Several weeks after this incident, whatever hap-

piness lingered from this incident vanished

forever.

It was early in September. The days were get-

ting shorter, and the chill of fall hung in the air. I

was dressed in a light-weight, zippered ski jacket

and the inevitable blue denims. I was playing and
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skipping with a group of girls. Patrick, son of the

local busybody, stood by.

Patrick, noticing I was the only boy in the

group, wanted to goad and tease me. He had al-

ready proven to me on several occasions, particu-

larly during recess, his adeptness at hurting and

rehurting, but today he was to surpass all his past

performances.

“Hey, kids,” he shouted at the top of his voice.

“Ya wanna know something? Guess what my mum
told me? Clifford isn’t really the son of the Soi-

leau’s; he’s an orphan.”

“Ha, ha, Clifford is a bastard,” chanted the girls.

“Clifford is a bastard.”

Stunned, the tears gushed down my cheeks, and

in a dazed stupor, I stumbled back to the

classroom into the arms of Sister Blondine.

“Sister, Sister, tellme it isn’t true. It can t be!”

“Now, calm down, Clifford. What’s all the fuss

about? What’s happened? Come on, tell me.”

I looked up into her burning brown eyes. In be-

tween heart-rending, choking sobs, I told her

what Patrick had said.

Mother and Father had guarded the secret of

my unknown beginning deep inside them. How
Patrick’s mother became privy to the secret is still

a mystery.

I was allowed to go straight home; I became
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hysterical. This was one of the first in a series of

blows that life had aimed in my direction.

I arrived home in a state of collapse. I told

Mother I had the flu and that Sister Blondine

had sent me home. I said I was going to bed and

asked her not to bring me any food. Tm just not

hungry.”

I couldn’t take my eyes off Mother. For the first

time, I noticed that there was no resemblance be-

tween us. Whereas I was short and chubby and

very fair, she had olive skin and dark hair. The

shape of her face was not the same, neither was

the bone structure. Until now, I had never noticed

these physical differences.

Alone in my room, I cried myself to sleep until I

was in a state of emotional exhaustion.

The following morning, Mother made my
breakfast as usual. For her, this was a normal day;

for me, it was the beginning of weeks of solitary

gloom.

Several friends made well-meaning attempts to

draw me out of my depression, but to no avail. I

retreated farther within myself.

The following day, Sister Blondine sent a note

to Mother and asked her to come to school for an

important discussion at four o’clock. Mother was

convinced it was somehow connected with my
grades and seemed rather annoyed with me.
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I was summoned from my classroom to the

music room.

Sister Blondine and Mother sat opposite each

other in the only two easy chairs in the room. I sat

on the piano stool.

Sister Blondine tried to console me by saying

that the child Jesus was adopted by St. Joseph.
<e

In a way, Clifford, you are very fortunate; you

were chosen by your parents to be their child.

The other children had no choice.”

She suggested Mother and I go immediately to

see Father Couture. She had already advised him

of my love-child status.

As we left the school, Mother put her arm tight-

ly around me and kissed me softly on the top of

my head. I was enveloped in her soft body, and I

knew just how much I loved her and how much
she and my father had done for me.

“Oh, Clifford, I’m so sorry it had to happen like

this. I was always going to tell you myself.”

Father Couture’s immediate concern was not so

much for my anguish as for the thought that I

might not be baptized. If this was the case, he ex-

plained, I was not a member of the Catholic

Church and would have to be baptized. For all he

knew, I might have been a Buddhist, although I

think somehow this last speculation was highly

overexaggerated.

Father Couture immediately sent letters to the
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orphanage in Winnipeg requesting copies of my
birth certificate. Meanwhile, he advised me to

stay away from the sacraments and not to serve as

an altar boy until he had ascertained my true

"state of grace
”

The orphanage had no details of my baptism,

and it looked pretty obvious that I was not a bap-

tized member of the Catholic Church. Nor a

member at all.

My deep-seated misery turned unexpectedly to

elation. Mother Superior told me that arrange-

ments had been made to have me rebaptized.

Overnight, I became some sort of hero among the

other kids, a far cry from their usual victim of

teasing and tormenting.

The date was set up for the rebaptismal. Albert

Haley, a local customs officer, and Olive Green, a

former Carmelite mm, agreed to become my God-

parents.

As I entered the church with Mother and Dad,

a11 the kids from school were seated in the pews.

As we walked to the baptismal font in the front of

the church, I became aware of turned heads peer-

ing at me. A tingling wave of life swept over me.

The service was in Latin, with Father Couture

officiating. Holy Water was placed on me as he in-

toned the special liturgy prescribed by the

Church for rebaptism.
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Following the service, Albert Haley gave a

small party to which we were all invited.

The rebaptism and the fact that Olive Green

was my Godmother gave me double status in the

eyes of the kids at school.

Olive, a widow, had been married to a finan-

cially secure, prominent businessman. After his

death, religion became her main consolation, but

ill health forced her to leave the convent, and she

took the post as housekeeper to Father Couture.

During her marriage, she had traveled with her

husband all over the world and she used to come

to school to speak about the various countries she

had visited. She was held in high esteem by stu-

dents and Sisters alike, and I adored her.

That summer. Mother took a job at a local

apartment building as a superintendent and jack-

of-all-trades.

Bill Chrysler and his wife lived in the building

and became close friends of Mom's.

Agnes, Bill’s wife, was the local hairdresser.

One of her customers, Mrs. McLeod, the manager

of the movie house, dyed her hair a flaming red,

but was convinced it looked natural. She insisted

that Agnes lock the doors while she was having

the youth-giving color applied to her black roots.

At Agnes’ suggestion, I was employed as her as-

sistant. I helped with shampoos and swept up the

accumulations of multi-colored hair that fell to
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the floor. Of course, I became aware of Mrs.

McLeods secret.

She was terrified I would shout from the roof-

tops that she dyed her hair. This idea obsessed

her, and in order to keep my mouth shut, she

bribed me with free movie tickets. Every Satur-

day, I would go to see a movie. Between the tips

and small salary at the beauty salon, the money
from a bread route, and now free entertainment, I

was convinced I had reached a pinnacle of finan-

cial affluence. I became the envy of many of my
friends.

I have never been able to shake off the influ-

ence Bill Chrysler was to have on my life. Bill was

the teletype operator for the Canadian National

Railways and the leader of the town band. He was

held in esteem by most of the members of the

community.

Because Dad was away in the bush so much of

the time, Bill became a sort of Big Brother to me.

He used to take me to visit the railroad terminal

and show me through the signal control station

where the mazes of flashing lights, telephones,

and other electronic gadgets were a source of de-

light and wonder to me. He became my hero.

In order to bring me out of my shell, and know-

ing that deep down I was an actor at heart, he

suggested I take baton-twirling lessons that were

available across the border in Beaudette, Minne-
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sota. Bill offered not only to drive me there each

Saturday but also to pay the tuition.

He was right. I excelled and became the drum
major of the town band.

Bill was my idea of a real man. Even at this

young age something stirred within me when I

thought of him.
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CHAPTER FIVE

AS IT happened, Dr. Challis, a general practi-

tioner in Fort Frances, was also to have a great in-

fluence on my life.

Dr. Challis, in partnership with two other doc-

tors, ran a clinic for the town and surrounding

area. To many of his patients, he was both friend

and trusted confidant.

When I knew him, he was about forty, with

gray-streaked brownish hair. He was inclined to

be stout and had a baby face and the sensitive

hands of a surgeon. Bom in England, he spoke

with a very cultured accent.

I had never heard well-bred Oxford English

spoken before; to me, it was only heard in movies

or on television, and I was captivated and in-

trigued. I have an excellent ear for accents and

found myself articulating and enunciating very
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clearly and distinctly, and parodying his intona-

tions and inflections. To this day, I speak with a

British accent that makes everyone assume I was

bom and raised there.

At the age of sixteen, every Canadian male is

supposed to be attracted to the opposite sex, be

virile, aggressive, and above all athletic. I did not

have any of these desirable characteristics. The

bevies of charming girls in the neighborhood and

at school held no interest for me.

I hated to leave Rainy River, for although our

home was meager, Mother had managed to make

it comfortable. The small house had a warm lived-in

feeling, but Dad’s eyes grew worse. I missed my
school and the nuns who had done so much to

help me. It was a tearful day when I went to say

goodbye to the Sisters. Sister Blondine gave me a

medal of St. Francis and a big kiss on the cheek. I

blushed profusely.

Puberty for a boy is a highly impressionable age

and I wore the medal around my neck for many
years, until my religious feelings changed.

Fort Frances has a population of about nine

thousand people. It is a pulp and paper town bor-

dering on International Falls, Minnesota. In the

summer months, it is a popular tourist area, with

most of the visitors coming from below the border

to enjoy nature’s bounty. We moved there when I

was about sixteen.
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The Ontario-Minnesota Pulp and Paper Com-
pany is the main industry in the town, employ-

ing several thousand people, many of whom cross

the border daily.

My parents rented a two-bedroom house on a

humble street. There was a small garden covered

with tangled grass that Dad transformed into a

thriving vegetable garden.

An outhouse adorned the bottom of the garden.

I attended Fort Frances High School. It was

not a Catholic school, but I continued to attend

Mass at the local church.

On school days when tennis, football, or any-

thing else remotely athletic was played, just being

there became a nightmare. I hated all these re-

quired subjects that were designed to build mus-

cles, broaden shoulders, and in general put hair on

ones chest. I have since spent a fortune having it

removed by electrolysis.

My only escape from this torture was via a doc-

tor’s certificate. I went to Dr. Challis, who was

Mum’s doctor, to see if he could discover some

dread disease from which I was suffering. Nothing

too dread, just dire enough to excuse me from

anything strenuous, like gym. He discovered I suf-

fered from undiagnosed transsexualism.

He was already an expert on the subject, having

studied with Dr. Robert Cowell in England. Dr.

Cowell was one of the physicians to King George
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the Sixth, besides being Roberta Cowell's father.

Roberta, formerly male, had already undergone

the sex-change operation in Britain.

I often wondered why Dr. Challis, with his ap-

parent sophistication, had chosen Fort Frances for

his practice. From his background and training I

always felt an exclusive practice in a plush hotel

in Toronto would have been more apropos. As I

grew to know him better, I realized that all he

wanted in life was to help people; and as long as

he made an adequate living, he was content. He
also loved the outdoor life and his fishing and

hunting expeditions seemed to be his only form of

relaxation. Last year, Mother told me during a

telephone conversation that Dr. Challis was dead

—he had drowned while fishing on a nearby lake.

He took a personal interest in me, and I became

both his patient and employee.

In the evenings after school, I worked for him

as his part-time receptionist. My job was to an-

swer the telephones, book appointments for the

following day, and chart patients on their arrival.

I wore a pair of denim jeans and a T-shirt and

looked like a very normal teen-age boy.

He did a series of special tests on me at the

local hospital. At first, he thought I might be a

hermaphrodite—but once he examined me, he

found out how wrong he was. I was physically

better endowed than most boys my age.
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He wrote to his former colleague, Dr. Cowell,

telling him about my condition and asking for ad-

vise. The reply simply stated that surgery was

"not for all and sundry,” and was not to be under-

taken lightly.

I was kept pretty busy. Mother became one of

the members of the international team of Avon

representatives. I helped her prepare the orders

after they arrived from Montreal by packing them

into small individual parcels for the local house-

wives. In my case, this had an added advantage

because I used to sneak samples of lipstick, rouge,

and nail polish. In the privacy of my room, I spent

hours daubing myself with cosmetics. When I

think of these early experimentations, I have to

smile. To an onlooker, I probably looked more like

an amateur female impersonator. I suppose these

early tests with cosmetics were no better or worse

than those practiced by any teen-age girl at the

same age.

With the money I earned by delivering cosmet-

ics for mother and by being receptionist for Dr.

Challis, I began to acquire the basics of my first

female wardrobe.

I sent away for a wig I saw advertised in a copy

of Chatelaine because there were no wigs to be

bought in Fort Frances. The community was not

known as the fashion center of Canada.

I expanded my wardrobe to include nylons,
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shoes with spike heels, dresses, and an assortment

of seductive lingerie, I lived under the delusion

that I was a full-fledged woman.

All this was carried out in the secrecy of my
bedroom late at night after Mum and Dad were in

bed. I did manage to summon enough courage to

walk around the block one evening just before

dusk.

The gray light of the waning day blurred the vi-

sion of a transformed Clifford, replete with blonde

wig, to any curious neighbors who might have

been peeping.

Halloween bestows a license on drag queens,

transvestites, homosexuals, sex deviates, and, of

course, transsexuals, to dress up without too many
questions being asked by the more conformist

members of society.

For me, October 31 was a day I rehearsed and

waited for for several months. I knew that when I

joined my classmates at a Halloween party that I

would outshine them. I was certain none of the

other boys had spent months before the mirror

preparing for the annual charade.

One of the boys threw a masquerade party at

his home to which several of us were invited. I

wore a long formal white peau de soir gown, eve-

ning gloves, and carried a white beaded handbag.

My ensemble was correct in every detail.

The party began at about 7 p.m. All the other
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kids were garbed in the usual Halloween cos-

tumes, mostly homemade of crepe paper. The
more affluent had purchased masks and other ac-

cessories at the local five and ten cent store.

My host’s mother and father were stunned in

disbelief when they saw me. Joe, the local Don
Juan of the high school set, displeased his girl

friend greatly by announcing loudly, “Joan, you

look just like Clifford.”

Despite this backhanded compliment, she mar-

ried him several years later.

On a dare, after leaving the party we walked

through the cemetery. We were scared to death

and walked four abreast, tightly holding each oth-

er’s hands. I was at the far end.

It was the practice in the fall to open a few

graves below frost level, for winter interments.

These would be covered with tarpaulins. Sudden-

ly without warning, I disappeared into a grave. I

plunged into the cold slimy water that covered its

murky bottom.

My friends saw me disappear into the ground,

and they ran screaming toward the road. I was

left all alone to scramble out shivering wet—frigid

with fright.

Thus ended my first formal evening out as a

“lady.”
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CHAPTER SIX

THE FOLLOWING summer, having completed

the high school commercial course, I took a full-

time job with a local lawyer, C. R. Fitch, Q.C. It

proved to be a great temptation to the local school

kids to change the first letter on the nameplate of

his office to a B, causing him great embarrass-

ment.

Mr. Fitch was cantankerous yet charming, and

I enjoyed working for him very much.

I knew deep within myself that I was a bom dil-

ettante and was not cut out for a career in one

field. Despite this, gaining experience in the busi-

ness world became my absorbing interest. This,

together with a growing desire to throw away for-

ever all vestiges of manhood, became my main

preoccupation in life.

The opportunity to make some small modifica-
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tions in my sexual identity arrived much sooner

than I anticipated.

Mother announced one day that she and Dad
were going to spend the whole summer at Emo
with her sister, Esther. She felt that at seventeen I

was old enough to take care of myself.

Emo is a little town about thirty miles from

Fort Frances, connected to it by rail and bus. It

was small and quiet, really just a railroad stop for

farmers to load and unload produce and livestock. -

Uncle Fred and Aunt Esther were very close to

my parents. Because Dad was not on a govern-

ment pension for the blind and unable to work,

this vacation was an ideal set up.

For me, it meant freedom.

I worked during the week and spent the week-

ends with the family in Emo, making the weekly

trek by bus. On each of these excursions I had the

company of my budgie, Teeko, whom I carried in

his cage.

Upon arriving, I was always greeted wildly by

our toy Pomeranian, Tootsie, a grayish-black bun-

dle of fur. During the week, I missed her very

much.

Having lived and moved in a growing number

of small towns in northern Ontario, I longed for a

taste of big city life. There, I knew I could be

anonymous and would have the opportunity to

cross-dress without fear of detection.
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I was in a state of emotional upheaval. I was

becoming restless, and I yearned to get away from

my parents. In addition, I wanted financial securi-

ty.

The following weekend, during supper, I broke

the news to Mum and Dad. Surprisingly, they did

not object. Of course, I didn't entirely make them

privy to all my plans or to the life-style I was

about to emulate.

What surprises me today is the fact that they

didn't have any suspicions .

The idea was firmly planted in my mind, and I

made it a reality.

I took the train to Winnipeg. Train rides have a

dreamy, hypnotic effect on me. Lulled by the

rumbling of the engines, my eyes fixed on the

passing countryside, I became composed.

I arrived in Winnipeg, in the forenoon of the

following day. I was dressed in women's clothes,

blonde wig, a light coat, cotton print dress, and

high-heeled shoes. A taxi took me to a third-rate

hotel near Portage and Main.

I was extremely nervous. Did I really look like a

woman? Would they suspect anything?

I gave the driver a dollar bill and told him to

keep the change. This was quite generous, consid-

ering I had no job and very little cash. I had spent

a considerable amount of my savings on my newly

acquired wardrobe.
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Several years ago, in the province of Manitoba,

women were not allowed to drink in bars with

men.

In my nervousness and haste to get inside the

hotel, register, and retitivate myself in the seclu-

sion of my room, I entered the wrong door. I

found myself in a smelly, sweaty, smoke-filled

beverage room and was accompanied by guffaws,

laughter, and wolf whistles.

"Come on, come and join us,” shouted one

plaid-shirted laborer, wiping the beer foam from

his mouth and chin with the back of his unwashed

hand.

I didn’t answer, but backed out of the door and

onto the street still clutching my luggage.

I found the main entrance and went inside. The

lobby was small and cheap-looking, but so were

the rates, I was about to discover.

"Good morning, Miss ” said an anemic-looking

youth behind the desk.

"I’d like a room on a weekly basis.”

"Yes, I think IVe got one that would be suit-

able. It’s on the third floor, nice and sunny. Has a

good view of the city.”

"That sounds fine. How much will that be?”

"It's thirty-five dollars a week, and I’ll have to

ask you for a ten dollar deposit/

I arranged to pay the balance the following Fri-
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day. I fumbled in my wallet and produced a

crumpled ten dollar bill.

‘Til give you a receipt. Now, while I’m writing

it out, would you be good enough to fill out the

registration form?”

Shakily, in the section marked name, I wrote

Dianna Boileau and filled in my Fort Frances ad-

dress. The section headed business address, I left

blank.

I handed it back to him, and he perused it.

Then he said, "I guess you’re looking for a job

here in Winnipeg. What do you do?” he asked

curiously.

Tm a legal stenographer. I was working for a

leading lawyer back home,” I volunteered.

“You shouldn’t have any trouble finding work

here; they’re crying out for good secretaries.”

“That’s great,” I said.

“I’ll have one of the boys bring your bags up

right away. Here, don’t forget your receipt,” he

said, handing me the slip.

His knowledge of the Winnipeg job market

proved to be somewhat short of accurate.

Whereas I had envisioned a city full of business

tycoons running classified ads for experienced sec-

retaries, and my being able to pick one at a de-

sirable salary, this was not the case.

When I browsed through the Winnipeg Free

Tress the following day, there were a few jobs,
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but I didn’t have the required experience for any

of them. I really didn’t have much choice, so I de-

cided to phone a couple and see if I could at least

partially qualify. I selected two that read:

executive secretary: Vice President requires

secretary with top skills and solid experience,

especially in documentation and leases. Young

group. Looking for someone to pitch in. Salary

high.

The second sounded even better:

queen bee: Interested in working for several men
and a honey of a boss? Congenial co-workers,

top benefits, luxury downtown offices, public

contact. The right gal will have top typing and

shorthand, and a big smile on her face. Call now.

I applied for both.

The first interview lasted only about three or

four minutes. Apparently, they were looking for

someone far more experienced than I.

The honey of a boss turned out to be a sour-

faced, balding executive of around fifty, and the

congenial co-workers were two middle-aged

women who looked as if they had been with the

company since its inauguration.

“Any luck today. Miss?” asked the desk clerk as
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I passed him that evening, after a fruitless day of

job-hunting. Besides answering the two ads, I had

also registered at the local government employ-

ment office.

'“No, nothing today. Maybe 111 be luckier to-

morrow/
7

I said, continuing to walk across the

threadbare, faded carpet. I headed toward the el-

evator.

It was the same story for the balance of the

week. My funds were fast dwindling, and I knew
I wouldn’t be able to meet the weekly rent on my
room.

I felt so lonely, I just had to meet someone to

talk to; so I decided to go down to the main

lobby. I took up my position near the main door. I

noticed the desk clerk glancing at me disapprov-

ingly, but I became friendly with one of the fel-

lows who lived in the hotel. He asked me to his

room for a drink. I didn’t drink, but I accepted his

invitation.

We became good friends. He was quite affluent

and always seemed to have several hundred dol-

lars on him, some in hundred dollar bills. I had

never seen so much money in my life.

He had a rented car and he took me all over

Winnipeg. We visited the zoo and the Cathedral

at St. Boniface.

There was one problem; he had a girl friend.

She visited him regularly, and on several occa-
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sions, she met us returning from a trip or sitting in

his room chatting.

She was suspicious of me. She discovered I was

wearing a wig and made a point of telling every-

one in the hotel. One of the first to be told was the

manager.

Saturday dawned. I was up at six-thirty because

I had planned on leaving and finding a new room.

How I was going to get out without paying the

balance of my rent, with all my luggage, I didn’t

know.

It was around noon when there was a loud

pounding on my door. I answered, thinking it was

my friend John. Two police officers stood in the

doorway.

‘"We’ve had several complaints from other

guests in the hotel that you’ve been hanging

around in the lobby, Miss. Is that correct?”

“Yes. I’ve been down in the lobby—but it’s only

because I’ve been lonely. I’m from Fort Frances,

and I don’t know a soul in Winnipeg.”

“Just how old are you?” he muttered, taking out

a codebook.

“Seventeen,” I replied.

He continued to take down a mass of details

with particular emphasis on my parents.

Where were they staying? Did they have a tele-

phone there? Did they know I was in Winnipeg?

After further interrogation, I volunteered my
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male name because I knew they would be con-

tacting my parents.

This thoroughly confused them. Winnipeg was

not accustomed to cross-dressing, judging from

the embarrassment of these police officers who
had never come across a similar situation before.

“I think you’d better come along with us to the

General Hospital for a medical report. We want to

know just what you are. This is a problem for the

doctors not the police department.”

After a routine examination to determine my
true sex, I was taken to the police station, where I

was kept overnight in a special room.

My very distraught parents arrived at police

headquarters the next afternoon to face life-shat-

tering news concerning their son.

They were flabbergasted; I had been successful

in keeping my activities about dressing as a

woman a dark secret. Never in their sheltered

lives had they ever heard of a boy dressing as a

woman. The sight of me in the complete attire of

a woman made Mother weep and Father fume.

On the recommendation of the hospital, the po-

lice told my parents that I needed medical help. I

knew Dr. Challis already understood my situation,

so I was not afraid to discuss this with him and

my parents.

We returned to Fort Frances, and Dr. Challis

saw us the following afternoon. Prior to this meet-
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mg, the atmosphere at home had been very cool,

and I shut myself in my room until the appoint-

ment.

Dr. Challis explained to Mum and Dad that in

his considered opinion I was a transsexual. He dis-

closed how I had already confided in him con-

cerning my problem, and told them about the

tests he had previously completed.

He went into details as to his familiarity with

the subject because of his association with Dr.

Cowell. He pointed out that although my parents

knew nothing about transsexuality, it did not alter

the fact that it was far more common than was

generally known.

In summation, he asked them for a guarantee of

their support and understanding. Surgery was

available in other parts of the world and eventual-

ly, he told them, he foresaw it being performed in

Canada.

My parents were wonderfully understanding,

though still frightened and bewildered.

They moved again; this time, strictly for my
sake. Home was set up in Port Arthur. (The city

has since been renamed Thunderbay.
) They

moved ahead to a third floor apartment in St. Pat-

rick s Square, and I joined them two weeks later

as their daughter, Dianna.
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CHAPTER SEVEN

UNDER THE circumstances, life in Port Arthur

continued with as much normalcy as possible.

Mother accepted and enjoyed having a daughter,

but she missed the intimacy of Fort Frances. Big

cities were not for her. She had long ago learned to

accept the limitations of household drudgery in a

small town.

The difference between a city of about thirty-

five thousand people and one of nine thousand

people can be startling.

Dad adapted much better to city life. He loved

to wander down to the harbor area and watch the

ships berthing at the grain elevators. Everything

was on such a massive scale that even his failing

eyesight could discern their shape and some of the

detail.

My conflict with Dad, though not a conflict in
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the true sense, was difficult to resolve. Bored by

not being able to work because his eyesight was

becoming rapidly worse, he became skeptical of

my situation. He wondered aloud if he was doing

the right thing by allowing me to dress as a

woman.

One advantage for him though, was the better

medical care for his eyes. He began a course of

treatment that culminated several years later in

surgery.

I will never know if it was Mother s urging and

nagging that made him return with her to Fort

Frances.

I analyzed my own position and asked myself

what I was going to do with my life. Socially, I

was almost an outcast

What should I do?

Less than a week after my parents departed, I

left for Calgary, where I checked into the

Y.W.C.A.

The Y.W.C.A. is internationally an all-female

institution, and the Calgary branch is no excep-

tion. I am sure I was probably their first and last

male resident

Naturally, they don't compel each guest to un-

dergo a medical examination to determine sex.

But I am sure the male equivalent Y.M.C.A. in

Calgary, or anywhere else, cannot boast having
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had a woman stay with them for any length of

time.

I didn’t want to press my luck too far; so I de-

cided to move to a guest home called The Villa.

I got a job as a public stenographer, with an of-

fice on the fifth floor of the Royal Bank Building,

where Rosemary was employed as an elevator op-

erator.

We had had a nodding acquaintanceship for

several weeks before we actually started to speak,

and then we only dealt in perfunctory remarks,

'"What’s the weather like outside?” and other

small talk.

I remember one particular job assignment at

the Palliser Hotel, which was a large commercial

hotel run by the Canadian National Railways.

I was to take dictation from an American oil ty-

coon who was in Calgary for a few days finalizing

a deal for the take-over of a group of oil wells. I

was told to take dictation in his room and return

to my office about four blocks away for the typing.

When I arrived in the hotel lobby, I glanced in

a nearby gilt-framed mirror and walked toward

the house phones, but for some unknown reason, I

decided not to call, but to go straight up.

I left the elevator on the seventh floor, looked at

the room numbers on the signs to determine di-

rection, and saw his room to my right.
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I knocked on the door, and a burly, well-

dressed man opened it.

"Here, take this,” he said, eyeing me up and

down while pushing a ten dollar bill into my
hand. "Come back in an hour; IVe got this bitch

coming up to take dictation. Can’t see you now,”

he hissed and closed the door in my face.

I looked at the ten dollar bill incredulously.

Why had he given me ten dollars? A man be-

comes very righteous, I thought, before his testi-

cles are empty.

I knocked again on the door, this time using a

different staccato.

He opened it.

"I thought . .
.” he expostulated.

Tm that bitch,” I interrupted with a sneer on

my face.

"Oh, fm sorry,” he gasped. "I was expecting

someone else. Please come in,” he said with an

easy drawl.

I handed him the ten dollars. Disregarding any-

thing else he might need, he spent the next hour

giving me dictation.

I found being a public stenographer was not a

full-time occupation—there were many hours,

even days, when I had a great deal of spare time.

Because I was paid on an hourly basis, this meant

my paycheck fluctuated.

I saw an ad in the Calgary Herald for Coste
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House, an art school that was looking for female

models. I phoned for an appointment

I had become very secure in knowing that I

looked the complete woman. But I might be going

too far, I thought, if I posed in front of a group of

very with-it students.

I called the number and, speaking to the direc-

tor of the school, discovered I was not required to

pose nude. I uttered an audible sigh of relief

when he told me this.

He asked quietly, “What’s the matter?”

He was observant enough, even over the tele-

phone, to discern the lessening of my tension.

I hesitated, “Oh, nothing.”

“I understand,” he said. “Some girls just don’t

want to take their clothes off. You don’t have to

worry,” he continued. “You’ll be clothed or at least

draped all the time.”

I inquired a few moments later, ‘How much do

you pay?”

“Five dollars an hour,” he said. “Then it will in-

crease to six dollars after six months.”

“That sounds great,” I said, quaking inwardly.

“Why don’t you come over to the school tomor-

row around eleven? You know where were locat-

ed?”

“Yes, I do,” I said, recalling the large stone

mansion with the sign Coste House impaled in the

lawn.
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"Ask for Professor Brown when you arrive.

There’ll be a class in progress, so 111 show you

around.”

"Fine. Ill see you at eleven tomorrow morning.

Looking forward to meeting you,” I lied as I

tremblingly replaced the receiver.

My hands were wet and clammy, and I was full

of conflicting feelings.

All that evening and the early part of the fol-

lowing morning I spent amid oceans of creamy

depilatories, removing every vestige of masculine

hair from my arms and legs.

I tweezed my eyebrows to a delicate arch and

plucked the odd hair on my upper lip and chin.

I dressed meticulously and left The Villa at

about 10 a.m. in good time to take the bus.

After a perfunctory interview and a whirlwind

tour of the building, I was accepted.

I attended my first sitting the following week.

The director handed me over to one of the fe-

male art instructors. She told me that I would be

posing for students who were learning oil paint-

ing, and that this would entail taking and holding

a pose for thirty minutes, followed by a ten min-

ute break, then back to the pose. This to continue

for a period of up to three hours. I was relieved to

find I could wear my own clothes, except for the

occasional time when I would be required to sit

draped.
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This day arrived sooner than I had anticipated.

I was ushered into the dressing room, an over-

sized cubicle off the main classroom.

I stripped to my undergarments and started to

drape myself in front of the full-length mirror. I

gathered the folds of the sheet in a clenched fist

and held on so tightly I almost tore a hole in the

fabric.

“Are you ready, Miss Boileau?” came the inquir-

ing voice of the art teacher through the door.

“Yes, just coming,” I sang back in reply.

Slowly, I inched my way toward the raised plat-

form, topped by a wooden chair. My eyes caught

the curious stares in a sea of faces; each student

had a brush poised to permanently record my
contours. I struggled to subordinate my flesh. I

knew I sadly lacked the geometric figure of the

goddess Diana.

I sat on the chair.

Td like you to turn around with your back to

the class, head a little higher, that's great. Hold

that pose, please.”

I was too terrified to even as much as tense a

muscle.

I worked an average of nine hours a week for

the next several months until I found myself in

the more lucrative world of television commer-

cials.

The rehearsals for my television debut, a dry-
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cleaning commercial, took place in a Calgary stu-

dio.

I was surprised that the television station was

so small. There was just one main studio with sev-

eral sets placed strategically in the four comers;

they looked vaguely familiar to me from programs

I had seen. The center of the studio was a mass of

wires, cameras, glaring lights, and general confu-

sion.

I was coached by a handsome producer until I

was word-perfect, but the producer insisted I read

my lines from a cue card. I had given a spiel

about the whiteness of my husband's shirts, and

he was amazed at my composure and ease before

the cameras.

‘Where did you learn to act?" he asked after a

while.

This was, of course, a compliment that delight-

ed me. I told him about the acting classes given

by the nuns at school.

“You should take some more lessons. You ve got

real natural talent."

Like every other aspiring actress, I dreamed of

breaking into the big time.

I did score one more minor success when a few

weeks later I was asked to try out for an automo-

bile commercial. It was to be filmed at the dealer s

showroom. It lasted about three minutes, during

which I had to open the car door and describe the
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elegant interior. Suspended from the ceiling were

several microphones. The technicians had to con-

stantly move these because, being so tall, they

were too low for me.

I was still working as a public stenographer,

and seeing Rosemary in the elevator on a daily

basis enabled us to become close friends. Over

lunch one day she told me she was looking for

someone to share a furnished house she'd just

rented. I volunteered, and we moved in the fol-

lowing week.

Soon after we moved in together, Rosemary

said to me:

“Dianna, I want you to meet my aunt. She's in-

vited us to her house for dinner. She has a lovely

home in the east end of the city.”

It was lovely, too; and I found her to be a bril-

liant woman with a keen sense of politics.

I spent a fascinating evening in her home. Bren-

da Reagan was a politician, an elegant woman in

her late fifties, who had steel-gray hair and was

immaculately dressed.

The visit turned out to be most congenial. She

took me on a tour of the whole house, and upon

reaching the bedroom, she showed me her fabu-

lous collection of hats.

Those days in Calgary made excessive demands

on my physical and nervous energy. But there was
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such an aura of excitement that I knew I had been

right to leave my parents and the stifling routine

of Fort Francis.

I Was quickly bored by routine and made many
friends who were unusual and fascinating, people

like Viva and Vickey, whom I met in rapid succes-

sion.

I met Vickey at the Y.W.C.A, shortly after the

filming of the commercial. She was tall and ele-

gant with blue-black hair and was of Indian and

Irish ancestry.

I discovered she played the alternating roles of

religious fanatic and hooker. A few days before

our meeting, after making a lurid confession to

the local parish priest, she had given up her well-

used bed-sitting room and, duly reformed, had

moved to the Y.

She was still in this state of grace when we met.

She told me she was a telephone operator with

the phone company. I had no reason to doubt her,

especially when she went to Mass daily.

Some weeks later, I arrived in the lobby of the

Palliser Hotel about fifteen minutes early for one

of my stenographic jobs. I encountered Vickey

coming out of one of the elevators looking tousled

and disheveled after an obviously heavy night.

“Hi, Dianna,” she said.

I just couldn't believe this was the same Vickey

I knew. Her breath smelled of stale booze; she
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was bleary-eyed and still a little high. She was un-

aware that I was a boy, nor of my monkish mode
of living nor my wild celibacy.

Vickey invited me to the coffee shop across the

street for some hot tea. She told me there was

ample opportunity for a girl with my looks to

make a fortune in Calgary—following her profes-

sion. She regaled me with minute details of every

lascivious act known to woman. But I told her

bluntly I wasn't interested in becoming a whore

or a gourmet of masculine flesh.

I must say something here about Viva, who I

also met around this time.

She was a chronic alcoholic, about forty. Rose-

mary had met her when they worked as co-eleva-

tor operators in one of the local hotels.

Viva's career was short-lived. One day she was

found by the manager slumped on the bottom of

the cage, sound asleep, the elevator stuck between

floors.

Rosemary, always one to help the underdog,

lent her money after she was fired. Most of it, I

suspect, was spent on booze for her and her boy-

friend, Don.
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CHAPTER EIGHT

CALGARY HAS always been a city on the up-

swing, having been carved of farmland and prairie.

The discovery of oil in the Province of Alberta

and the flourishes of science have converted a wil-

derness town into a bustling metropolis.

Nestled in the foothills of the Rocky Mountains,

it has been described as a masculine city—with its

cattle, oil, money, meat-packing, and, of course,

women, not to mention that world-famous, mascu-

line wing-ding, the Calgary Stampede.

From my sojourn there, I have a few treasured

mementoes. Among these is a professional studio

portrait of myself, photographed by a man I

loved.

The picture shows me sitting on a stool in a

black lace evening gown, gazing wistfully into the

camera—a camera that was to subtly catch both
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my femininity and my unwanted, and despised,

masculinity. The photograph still exists, as do so

many memories connected with it.

It began with my meeting Roderick Cameron, a

leading photographer in Calgary. He had studied

under the great master, Karsh, who was head-

quartered in Ottawa. Rod flew here frequently for

consultations.

Photography for Rod was the ability to trans-

form living flesh into a study of delineation.

Despite his apparent success, Rod was insecure,

feeling that time and love were passing him by. I

became very aware that he thought that unless

something happened soon in life, his dull, sex-

starved marriage would eventually end in divorce.

"Oh, isn't that dress beautiful—I'd love to try it

on.” A woman next to him interrupted his reverie

and brought him abruptly back to the window at

the front of The Bay department store.

The Bay is the modem equivalent of the Hud-

son Bay Company, whose beginnings in Canada

could be traced back to May 2, 1870, when the

company was granted its original charter to trade

in lands around the Hudson Bay. This ultimately

led to the company having great power over the

fur trade of North America. Today, fur constitutes

only a fraction of its overall operation—its major

enterprises are ultramodern retail stores located in

major cities across Canada.
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Rod looked at the dress in question, and in

doing so, he caught my smile and gaze reflected in

the plate-glass window. He turned and stared at

me.

I returned his stares with a warm smile.

"Don't think I'm being fresh or anything—but

I'm a photographer. You have a very interesting

face, and I'd love to take some pictures of you,

sometime. Here's my card; do please give me a

call."

With that, he disappeared inside the store, fol-

lowing closely on the heels of his attractive wife.

It was only after he had melted into the crowd of

shoppers that I realized he hadn't even asked my
name.

I foraged inside my pocketbook for a dime and

dialed home. I asked the man who answered for

Rosemary, and after a brief pause, heard her ask,

"Dianna, where the hell are you? Supper's ready

—has been for at least half an hour."

"Sorry, I was window-shopping. Guess what? I

met this divine-looking photographer—he wants

to take my picture. Says I've got an interesting

face."

"Tell me about it when you get home. How
long will you be?"

I sensed that Rosemary was mad because I was

late. I could visualize her as she spoke, her dark

hair slightly tousled, piled high in a cluster of
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curls. She worked days as an elevator operator in

the Royal Bank Building. She had held a succes-

sion of mediocre jobs since the breakup of her

marriage, and I often hoped she would meet
someone and remarry.

"About ten minutes; I’ll be there just as soon as

I can catch a bus,” I said.

I supposed Rosemary had a date and wanted to

get supper over early because she countered,

"You’d better be home pronto.”

I hung up.

Enroute from the phone booth to the bus stop, I

started to think of my relationship with Rosemary.

It was certainly different. She had no idea I was a

cross-dresser, or that physically I was a male. She

accepted me without any reservations as her trust-

ed girl friend. We always respected each others’

privacy. For my part, I made absolutely certain

the bathroom door was locked whenever I dressed

or undressed. We had separate twin beds, and I

wore baby doll pajamas replete with a foam rub-

ber padded bra to bed.

Seated in the front of the bus, I crossed my long

legs and longed for a cigarette.

Rosemary was putting the final touches to set-

ting the table when I arrived home.

Home was a prefabricated white house with a

green roof, located in a congenial suburb of Cal-

gary. To meet two hundred dollars a month rent,
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we sublet two of the upstairs rooms. One to two

members of the Calgary Stampeders, a football

team, the other to a policeman from Australia

named Bruce.

Instead of heading for the dining room, I went

upstairs to see Bruce.

Bruce Dalton, I had learned, was the only son

of an impoverished farmer in Queensland. He had

left his family to seek fame and fortune in Canada,

but this was not to be. After a series of dead-end

clerical jobs, he had opted for the police, where

he spent a great deal of time outdoors. His profes-

sional success had been limited, but his success in

such social pursuits as dancing knew no bounds.

A contributing factor in this success was that he

practiced constantly. Every Friday night I was his

dancing partner, and he taught me all the current

steps; so I, too, became adept.

In contrast to my sex-starved existence, Bruce

was considered quite a swinger. Assorted females,

ranging from call girls he’d met while on duty to

frustrated housewives looking for a willing extra-

curricular lover, were constantly telephoning him

with invitations.

Sex was the pervading theme in Bruce’s life, but

only I was privy to this. Beneath the exterior of a

handsome, yet somewhat square cop, was hidden

an insatiable sex drive.

When he couldn’t participate, he liked to
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watch. In me, he found a willing ally, and we
spent many hours ogling our nextdoor neighbors

in the act of copulation. Bruce’s room directly

overlooked their bedroom. Never realizing they

were being spied upon, they didn’t close their

drapes. In their case, sex wasn’t a once-a-week ac-

tivity—as with many married couples—but a fre-

quent pastime and they could contort their bodies

into positions that would be the envy of the most

supple gymnast.

“You’re just in time.” Bruce grinned as I entered

the room. “The show is just about to begin.”

Bruce was seated close to the window, his an-

gular frame hunched forward, hands under his

chin. The sexual foray occurring before him gave

him a sort of tenseness and exhilaration. His con-

centration and expressionless face were relieved

only by the movement of his mouth. As the couple

rose to heights of ecstasy, Bruce placed his tongue

forward, moistened his lips, then resumed his

stonelike composure.

I was standing behind Bruce, leaning my hands

on his shoulders.

Seeing a sex act between two heterosexuals was

to give my sex life a new dimension and awaken-

ing. Only I was aware that deep inside, my frame

was convulsed with rapture. I wanted and

yearned to be part of a normal sex act. I desper-

ately wanted to be made love to by a potent male,
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to accept his love, penis, and ultimately his sperm

—as a woman.

I knew then that there must be an even greater

delight than anything I was now able to give or

receive.

Turning my gaze from the exhausted lovers, I

heard Rosemary call:

“Supper's ready, Dianna. Come and get it.”

“Okay. Ill be right down. See you, Bruce. Let

me know if they revitalize themselves.”

During the preceding hour, Roderick Cameron

had returned to his studio from the shopping

foray with his wife. Feigning mounds of unfin-

ished business, he had convinced Mary to return

home alone—promising her he'd join her for the

eleven o'clock news.

On a personal level, Rod's marriage to Mary

was finished, except for an outward show of to-

getherness for the benefit of her friends and his

clients. Some of these people wondered aloud

why they didn’t get a divorce—some at least were

able to see through the false veneer.

The telephone in Rod's studio rang.

“I'm the young lady you gave your business

card to outside The Bay on Eighth Avenue,” I re-

minded him.

“Oh, yes. You're the tall, elegant redhead.

When are you coming over? I'm looking forward
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to photographing yon very much. I was serious

about taking the pictures, you know ”

"How about this evening?” I stammered.

"That’s fine. Come on over. Were on the

twelfth floor
”

Roderick replaced the receiver with a click. I

swung Bruce s Chevy into the parking lot at the

rear of the Royal Bank Building. I’d dropped

Bruce off at the movie house and had his permis-

sion to keep the car as long as I needed it. He was

meeting another off-duty buddy and was guaran-

teed a ride home.

As I entered the deserted building, I hummed
under my breath.

Going up in the elevator, my thoughts turned to

Rosemary.

During the day, she ran the elevator, but in her

absence, it was being run by the janitor, a gnarled

man of about seventy. A far cry from Rosemary’s

freshness, I thought.

I glanced down at the cushion where he had

been sitting. His balls had left a large imprint on

the stained red cushion. No wonder Rosemary

stood for her entire eight-hour shift.

The elevator lurched to a stop.

"Cameron Photography?” I queried.

"Over there to your right, Miss,” he said, point-

ing toward the only lighted door on the floor.

I knocked timidly.
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Roderick answered. His professional success as

a photographer had bestowed on him an aura of

manliness and maturity.

Tm Dianna,” I announced.

Wordlessly, but with a gesture of his hand, he

invited me inside.

The reception area was ornate and impressive.

The white walls were lined with contrasting black

and white blowups. The contrast lay not only in

the colors but in the divergence of the models de-

picted, who ranged from sexy and seductive bru-

nettes, to virginal and virtuous peroxide blondes.

On a white French provincial desk, I noticed a

pile of contact prints. Those at the top had selec-

tions marked by crosses of red grease pencil.
<c

Let’s get a good look at you, Dianna, under the

lights,” he said, taking my hand and leading me
into the studio proper.

I could not hide any physical flaws from either

Roderick’s merciless gaze or the penetrating rays

of the strobe light.

“Sit down,” he said, pointing at the lone stool in

the center of the room.

I obeyed.

He moved to the stereo, which occupied most

of the far side of the studio, and flicked a switch.

The silence was instantly filled with a crescendo

of symphonic melody.
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Roderick disappeared beMnd Ms tripod and

asked me to look directly at him.

"Tart your lips slightly . . . moisten them . . •

move your left foot out . . . lean a little more to

the left . . . now over to the right . . . back . . . for-

ward a little more . . . that’s great!”

I obeyed his every command.

"Okay. Let’s take a break. That’s about enough

for our first session.”

"Thanks,” I-murmured.

"Would you like a drink? I’ve only got Scotch

and rye. Not a very good selection, I’m afraid.

Haven’t any mix either; so I hope you don’t mind

plain water with it. What’ll it be, love?”

"Canadian Club,” I answered.

As we sat on the couch sipping our drinks and

getting to know each other via the question-and-

answer route, I became conscious of his arm. It

was casually draped around my shoulder. The

proximity of our bodies affected me with an inde-

scribable sensation.

But we drowned our pleasure with two more

drinks, exchanged a few kisses, and decided to go

our separate ways. I to my car, then home to

Rosemary to relate all—he to his car, then home
to Ms wife and silence.

TMs first photograpMc session was to set the

pattern for many more that followed.

These sessions—wMch took place with weekly
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regularity over a three-month period—entailed

not only photography but what I might term

pseudo-love-making.

It was not love-making in either a homosexual

or heterosexual manner, but a special brand de-

vised and directed by me. The only indication an

onlooker or peeping Tom might have had that all

was not normal, might have been his shrewd ob-

servance that even after recurrent heavy petting

sessions, we never got down to basic fucking.

Despite the fact that Roderick pleaded with me
to let him make love to me, I could have no part

of it. If I had, the secret of my male gender would

be known, and I personally had too much to lose

-Rod.

In order to protect myself against Roderick’s

physical onslaught, which I felt was a mere panty

tug away, I devised a scheme of “off putting” as I

liked to call it.

I fabricated a semi-monthly period. I had heard

of women who had these; so this became excuse

number one. It worked well, especially when I

discovered that to Rod sex with a woman who
was menstruating was repugnant.

Today, I’m convinced that despite his excel-

lence as a photographer, his calculations about

women’s menstrual cycles left much to be desired.

One evening, Roderick and I became embroiled

in our first heated argument because he became
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outraged for the first time by yet another refusal

from me.

I slammed out of the studio and went over to

the nearest bar for a drink, but realizing my fool-

ishness, I decided to phone him.

I knew he was in his studio because the bar was
directly across the street, and I could clearly see

the twelfth floor lights.

The phone rang and rang, but Roderick ignored

the urgency of my call.

I decided to go back to my car, which was

parked in its usual place, and wait for him to

leave the building. His car was parked about two

spots away from mine, so now I was doubly sure

he was still inside.

I turned on my car radio and waited; I soon

heard footsteps. I clicked off the radio and waited.

I turned down the window and leaned my head

out. “Roderick, is that you?”

“You know darned well it’s me, honey.” He
smiled. “Let’s go and sit by the river for a while;

it’s a wonderful night.”

“Shall I follow your car? Might as well bring

them both.”

We drove about five blocks, and parked our

cars at the top of the riverbank. I noticed that

when Roderick alighted from the car he was car-

rying a blanket.

“Oh, Rod, I’m sorry, truly I am,” I said as I
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linked my arm in his, and we clambered down the

bank. He was right, the moon was shining; it was

a perfect night.

Until now, we had loved each other with digni-

ty. He took my arm and gazed at me with an ear-

nest look of fondness.

I knew he wanted the seal of love from me.

Roderick silently spread out the blanket, and I

lay down, overwhelmed. As he put his arms tight-

ly around me and kissed me, I knew how delicious

his touch was. His ecstasy knew no bounds.

We lay close together. My warm hand touched

the outside of his pants where I could feel the ur-

gency of his hard, throbbing penis.

I knew now that he was mine, in him I had ev-

erything my heart could wish and desire—I must

please him.

I lowered my lips onto his body and gently took

the engorged head of his penis inside my mouth. I

ran my tongue along its pulsating length. I could

feel the veins through the tense layer of skin. He
was throbbing to my rage of active delight, burn-

ing with impatience.

I bid defiance to my body—my pride was about

to be hurt, but I wanted him as he wanted me. I

gave him yet more reencouraging kisses.

At last, I began to share his pleasure as he came

in my mouth. I lay gasping in his arms; my initial

revulsion vanished.
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I knew at this moment that I would never see

him again. I must leave Calgary—Rosemary

would understand. Or would she?
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CHAPTER NINE

WE CLOSED up the rented house, packed our

clothes, and decided to rent a car and drive to Ed-

monton.

The trip took the better part of a day because

the roads were in bad shape and construction

slowed us to a crawl every few miles.

Upon reaching the central part of Edmonton,

we checked into the car rental office and asked

the manager if he knew of any apartments or

houses for rent in town. He recommended a fe-

male rental agent who had offices directly oppo-

site the MacDonald Hotel.

Luckily for us, she had just what we were look-

ing for, a house in a subdivision at the east end of

town; it was completely furnished and renting for

the same price we’d been paying in Calgary.

In order to look at it and move our belongings.
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we decided to splurge and rent the car for another

couple of days. For the next two nights, we stayed

in a downtown hotel until the house was ready for

our occupancy.

Rosemary was the first to get a job as a hostess

in a downtown restaurant.

For me, the dance instructions Bruce had given

me in Calgary became an asset. I knew, thanks to

him, my prowess as a dancer was above average.

When we were settled in the house, I applied for

a job at the local Arthur Murray Dance Studio.

The studio was located on Jasper Avenue near

7th Street, over a jewelry store. As always when
applying for a new job, I was nervous.

I climbed up the steep wooden stairs to the

upper level.

The glass door in front of me was emblazoned

in gold letters, Arthur Murray Dance Studio. I

stood for a moment to catch my breath and en-

tered the carpeted reception area.

A redheaded receptionist sat behind a table.

“I came in answer to the ad you ran in last

night’s Journal asking for dance teachers,” I said

in my most cultured English accent.

“Yes,” she replied coldly. “Do you have any ex-

perience?”

“Not exactly teaching, but I studied dancing in

Calgary,” I said, thinking to myself if only Bruce

could see me now.
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'“You re nice and tall. That’s good. Most of our

girls are tall/’ she said, continuing to eye me quiz-

zically.

"Can you come back around five-thirty this eve-

ning; then you can try out at one of our dance

parties.”

I attended and was accepted and given a sales

pitch to memorize. I officially joined the staff the

following Monday.

The other teachers, male and female, were a

mixed bunch. There was a moonlighting fireman,

a used-car dealer, a French-Canadian glamour

girl, a playboy, and others whose occupations

were dubious. The receptionist had been right; all

the girls were taller than the men. It almost

seemed to be a requirement.

The students consisted of men on leave from

extended stretches of forced isolation at the DEW
line in the far north. They willingly signed for

dance lessons in the hopes they would be able to

entice some of the girls into bed after the lesson.

Many times they succeeded.

I became particularly friendly with one of the

girls, Renee. She was a very heavy drinker, and all

she seemed to five for was to get away from the

studio and have a few stiff ryes.

Until this time, I had hardly liked to drink.

Rosemary enjoyed an odd drink, but never to ex-

cess.
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Under Renees expert tutelage, I began to drink

heavily. I really couldn't blame her; I probably

would have started anyhow. At this time, I was

trying to bury all the normal impulses of youth

that just can't be buried. Some of them were

bound to rise to the surface.

I remember one night about six months after I

met Renee. We had met a couple of guys at a

downtown party who invited us for an unlimited

supply of drinks, and for some unknown reason,

mainly because we were drunk, Renee and I made

a tour of parking lots giggling and laughing at

each other's antics. We began to snap off car

aerials from the parked cars, and a passerby saw

us weaving around in a drunken stupor and

phoned police headquarters. We were picked up

by two cops in a police cruiser and taken to the

station for questioning.

I was so drunk I can't remember exactly what

happened. My memories of that night are shroud-

ed like images emerging from a fog.

Somehow, but I don't recall exactly how, they

discovered my maleness.

I was brought before the judge the following

morning, hung over and with a blinding head-

ache. I had a feeling that I was going to vomit

right in the courtroom, but I controlled myself.

The judge ordered me detained for seven days in
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the Western Mental Hospital in Ponoca, a town

some twenty miles from Edmonton.

He wanted me to undergo a psychiatric evalua-

tion because of a general lack of knowledge of

cross-dressing. After the hearing, I was examined

by two women police officers, one of whom told

me she was a nurse, and then driven to Ponoca by

the RCMP.
As the car slowly entered the circular driveway,

the four or five gaunt gray buildings of the West-

ern Hospital came into view. It was about 1 p.m.

The RCMP officers, who had completely ig-

nored me dining the journey, took me inside.

“Oh, no, I think you’re in the wrong building,”

said an attendant as I was escorted in. “This is the

male section.”

“This is a guy,” sneered one of the officers.

Without another word, I was ushered into an

office that bore the name of Dr. Patterson; I was

left alone.

Until this time, I had not really thought about

all the implications of my being incarcerated in a

mental institution. Perhaps they would declare me
insane, and I would spend the rest of my life here.

My thoughts were interrupted by the entrance

of Dr. Patterson. He was six feet tall, with dark

hair and a deep resonant voice.

Cross-dressing and transsexualism, he declared,

were increasingly under study at his hospital.
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They were endeavoring to change former miscon-

ceptions by research. Moreover, he was presently

conducting a special study group here at the hos-

pital. He paused after asking me if I would be

willing to appear before them for interrogation to

help in their assessment of me. He himself was

compiling a paper based on a study of several

areas of male sexual deviation. It focused on

transvestism and transsexualism and factors asso-

ciated with it. Until now, he had not had any can-

didates in the last category.

"I believe this will be of help both to you and

our project,” he said.

At a table to the side of the room where they

were holding the hearing, a secretary was busily

taking notes.

The hearing was grueling and without respite.

Mention of whether I considered myself male or

female from one of the doctors evoked immediate

enthrallment, as I knew it would.

The whole interview struck me as well planned,

coordinated, and the result of several months of

intensive preparation. It gave me a sense of

power, for only I really knew all the answers.

The questioning continued:
<tfWhy do you cross-

dress? What do you do for a living? Who do you

live with?”

When I told them about Rosemary, I noticed

the look on a student's face sitting in back of the
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room. "Ah-ha,” lie seemed to say, "not so queer

after all.”

His next question proved me right. "Do you go

out with men?”

I refused to answer.

Dr. Patterson, seeing my annoyance and dis-

comfort, said:

"That will be all for today. Thank you, ladies

and gentlemen.”

He took me by the arm and gently led me back

to his office.

"Sit down,” he said as he closed his office door.

“I’d like to contact your friend Rosemary,” he

continued.
s<

Where can I reach her?”

I gave him our address and phone number, but

he didn’t phone her right away.

"Dianna, I’m going to have to place you in a

ward where you will remain for the next week.

Please try and cooperate with everyone; no one is

going to hurt you.”

Before I could answer, a white-coated attend-

ant appeared in response to a buzzer the doctor

had pressed near his desk.

I was taken down a labyrinth of corridors to

WardC.
This ward was a general recreation area. In one

comer sat a middle-aged man with a vacant stare,

rocking back and forth, back and forth, in a rock-

ing chair.
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One man approached me as I entered. It was
apparent that seeing me dressed in a tweed suit,

black hat, and gloves, he assumed I was a visitor.

He put his hand to his mouth and whispered anx-

iously from behind it:

‘They’re whipping me in here. It’s the doctors

who are doing it. Here’s a letter to my wife;

please mail it for me.”

Took, there goes the bird man,” yelled a scraw-

ny youth who was: reading a magazine in the

comer of the room.

I was suddenly terrified.

A man of about forty-five leaped onto a table

with his arms outstretched. After flapping them

wildly, he leaped back to the floor to the accom-

paniment of shrills of insane laughter. He then fell

exhausted into a nearby armchair and stared

straightahead.

Another particularly -deranged patient sat in a

comer sullenly rolling innumerable cigarettes. He
never smoked any the whole time I was there, but

the pile grew daily and was stored in a wooden

box. I shouldn’t have liked to be the one to take

that box away from him.

In marked contrast, several seemingly normal

men sat around in groups quietly playing chess or

cards.

About fifteen minutes passed before the nurse

returned to undress and bathe me. I was put into
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a sort of whirlpool bath, which was always full of

fresh, activated water.

I was given slacks and shoes, then taken to a

private room off the main ward.

Despite the private room, I was forced to use

the general toilets. There were no locks on the

doors and just as I was sitting down to urinate,

one of the inmates rushed in and tried to kiss me.

He had been a medical doctor, I was later told. I

pushed him aside and complained to the nurse.

My days were spent undergoing interviews

with psychiatrists who seemed to spend hours

questioning me. I was given Rorschach tests to de-

termine my feminine emphasis. There was anoth-

er test using small male and female models that I

was asked to place in groupings.

I haven’t learned the actual results of these

tests, but Ive since undergone many more of the

same, although the significance of having com-

pleted each one differently escapes me.

One of the most physically painful experiences

was undergoing a spinal tap, which is done to

ascertain the presence of any spinal fluid abnor-

malities.

In an examining room, I had to draw my knees

up to my chest in a crouching position, my rear

end pointing heavenward. A nurse, cautioning me
that I must not move, held me tightly by the arm.

I moved my eyes slightly to my right, until I could
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see the doctor readying an enormous hypodermic

needle, twice the size of those used for normal in-

jections.

I inwardly tensed myself as he delved the icy

steel between two of my vertebrae. At least he

thought he was going between the vertebrae, but

he miscalculated and had to withdraw it, then

plunge it in again.

I screamed, but he just told me to shut up.

After he had successfully taken his pint of spi-

nal fluid (it seemed like a pint), I was made to lie

flat on my back, my pillow was taken away, and I

was cautioned against moving for at least three

hours, otherwise I would get a violent headache. I

can’t recall moving, but I had the headache any-

way.

The hospital facilities were not the best, as far

as soundproofing was concerned. The shrieks and

screams that came from the room where the pa-

tients were undergoing electric shock treatments

were horrifying.

For kicks, I’d climb onto the top of the night

table in my room and, peer through a high barred

window into the courtyard below. I was often a

witness to scenes of mutual masturbation and sim-

ilar homosexual acts.

One man fascinated me, not for his sexual dex-

terity but for his game of gathering together

mounds of stones, burying them, and reburying
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them while staring surreptitiously over his

shoulder, hoping no one would see him.

Socially, I got along very well with the nurses

because I fascinated them. Having nothing better

to do, I would spend hours putting on my make-

up, which must have looked incongruous in my
male attire.

The nurses were most interested in my makeup

techniques. I became the unofficial cosmetician

and hairdresser, giving them free comb-outs and

advising them where to shop in Edmonton for the

best and cheapest eyelashes.

About three days after my detention began, I

was told by one of the nurses that I was wanted in

Dr. Patterson’s office. I was given my own clothes

and told to dress.

I entered his office, wondering just why he had

sent for me. Maybe I was going to get an early re-

lease. My curiosity was short-lived because when

I knocked on the door and entered, timidly, I saw

Rosemary.

She flung her arms around my neck and cried. I

was speechless.

“I know all about it; the police told me,” she

sobbed.
<eWhy didn’t you tell me before; you

know it would have made no difference to our

friendship.”

“Oh, Rosemary, I just couldn’t tell you. You’ll
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never, never know how many times I've tried to

break the news, but somehow couldn't/’

"You know I always knew there was something

wrong; you were so furtive. Something just wasn't

right.”

"Rosemary, I can't talk now because I'm all

choked up. I just want to get the hell out of this

situation and out of this city,” I said.

Rosemary and Dr. Patterson both assured me
that our friendship was as intact as it ever was

and that this revelation wouldn’t alter our associa-

tion as far as she was concerned.

I suggested we go to Toronto, a move which

we'd been talking about for a long time. This, for

both of us, would be the ultimate in big city liv-

ing.

At the end of the seven days of confinement, a

dossier was prepared by Dr. Patterson and his

staff, and I was returned to the court.

As I entered, I was stunned. Who was sitting

there looking absolutely furious but Rosemary’s

aunt, Brenda Reagan. She apparently had read

about everything in the papers.

I was discharged by the judge and told I could

live as a woman.

I immediately took a taxi to a furnished room

that Rosemary had rented. She had given up the

house during the time I was in the hospital and

had packed in preparation for our trip.
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Brenda Reagan arrived about two hours later

and strictly forbade Rosemary and I to either

travel or live together, threatening to send reports

to the police in any city we might choose to live.

We ignored her intimidations.

Rosemary picked up her week's salary, and I

went to the bank to draw out my savings. Thus

financed, we headed for the nearest Canadian Pa-

cific office to purchase two one-way airplane tick-

ets to Toronto.
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CHAPTER TEN

THE WHEELS of the Canadian Pacific Airlines

DC 8 touched the runway at Toronto International

Airport with a thud. I gave Rosemary’s hand a

tight squeeze.

“Well, were here,” I grinned.

The careful enunciation of the stewardess came

over the cabin speaker,

“Ladies and gentlemen, for your safety and

comfort, will you please remain in your seats until

the aircraft has come to a complete stop in front

of the terminal building. We ask you to continue

to observe the no smoking sign. We do hope

you’ve had a pleasant flight. Thank you for flying

Canadian Pacific.” The microphone clicked off.

Rosemary and I sat silently in our seats as the

plane taxied toward the terminal.

But before we came to a stop, passengers were
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standing up, reaching for coats and hats that were

stowed on the overhead rack. The babble of con-

versation billowed above the dying whir of the

engines.

"Do we have everything?” Rosemary prompted.

I nodded as I extricated my black patent leath-

er hatbox from under the seat. We stood up and

headed for the exit.

The two immaculately groomed stewardesses

stood on either side of the doorway as the passen-

gers departed. Each girl bade a personal farewell.

Standing at the top of the steps awaiting my
turn to go down, I turned to Rosemary and said

facetiously, "Look out Toronto, here we come.”

The dark-haired stewardess overheard my re-

mark and giggled discreetly.

I could hear Rosemary's not so discreet chuckle

behind me as we clambered down the metal steps

onto the ramp.

The damp, cold air of a chilly, windy December

day welcomed us with its bleak embrace. I pulled

my fur-lined coat more tightly around me and

with bent head shielding me against the wind, I

headed across the Tarmac toward the terminal.

Once inside the doorway, I stood aside to wait

for Rosemary, who was slowed down by the

weight of her bulky hand baggage.

Side by side, we strode through the circular

hallway toward the elevator that would take us to
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the baggage claim area. My first impression of

Toronto was of antiseptic cleanliness because the

terminal building was nothing short of being clini-

cally clean.

At the bottom of the escalator was a baggage

carousel with a sign above it indicating that this

was where passengers from our flight should claim

their personal effects.

Many of our fellow passengers from the flight

had already arrived and were huddled around the

claim area. Each person was straining to see the

top of the rubber conveyor belt that was about to

spew an assortment of luggage down the ramp.

As the first suitcase hurtled downward, fol-

lowed by an avalanche of briefcases, suitcases,

golf clubs, flight bags, hatboxes, wig boxes,

matched and mismatched sets of elegant and

shabby luggage, the passengers eagerly bent for-

ward, grabbing furiously as a familiar object spun

into view. For the frail, infirm, and aged, it was

sometimes an impossible task—because they were

neither fast nor agile enough to grab their belong-

ings*

Being the taller of the two, I was assigned to

the chore. I stretched out my long arm as far as I

could and grabbed wildly, each time I scored a

touchdown with a fumble. Yd quickly hand them

to Rosemary, who stacked all the cases together in

one large pile.
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“There should be one more,” she said. “I think

it’s my navy blue suitcase that’s missing, the one

with the white stripes on it. Oh, there it is, the last

one off,” she said.

We signaled a skycap who piled our luggage on

a cart and told us to follow him through a self-

opening door. There was even more confusion

outside, with passengers waiting for the special

airport limousines, others anxiously searching for

relatives or friends driving their own cars. Finally,

at the far end of the terminal, we spotted the air-

port bus that was to transport us downtown.

I tipped the skycap a dollar and climbed onto

the bus behind Rosemary.

I handed the'driver a crisp five dollar bill and

waited for the change.

There was an assortment of passengers on the

bus. Italians, French Canadians, and Germans, to

name just a few of the languages I recognized as I

squeezed my way sideways down the aisle toward

two vacant seats at the rear of the bus.

After about a five minute delay, the bus headed

downtown for the Royal York Hotel. We were

going to luxuriate there for just one night before

looking for a room more in line with our present

income. We knew we’d have to get jobs pretty

quickly if we were to survive more than a few

days in Toronto.
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"Wonder how far it is to the hotel?” Rosemary

queried.

"About eighteen miles, I think.”

"I don't know about you, but fm so tired I can't

wait to get to bed,” Rosemary said, stifling a

yawn.

I glanced around the crowded bus at the other

passengers, some of whom were chattering unin-

telligibly in languages I couldn't recognize. Most

of them looked equally wan and tired from the

rigors of traveling.

I nodded toward a group of brightly illumi-

nated buildings to our right.

"I think it's the Canadian National Exhibition.

We must make a point of going there next sum-

mer. 1 hear it's great.”

I offered Rosemary a cigarette, but she shook

her head in refusal. I lit one for myself.

Just as I had inhaled the last puff, the bus

lurched forward and screeched to a stop.

"Royal York Hotel,” shouted the driver. There

had already been a sudden resurgence as the

crowd moved toward the exit at the front of the

bus. We remained in our seats until everyone else

was out.

We scrambled down, clutching our assorted

hand baggage, and a maroon-jacketed bellboy

from the hotel asked us if we had reservations.

When we said yes, he asked us to identify our lug-
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gage from the remaining suitcases and he told us

he’d meet us up in the lobby in five minutes. He
pointed to a heavy revolving door, advised us to

go straight down the flight of marble steps, then

up the main elevators.

Silently, we were whisked into the splendors of

the main lobby.

We went through the usual formalities of regis-

tration and were shown to our room in the new
wing.

It was 10:15 p.m. We tipped the bellboy,

locked the door, and were both snug in our couch-

type beds within the next half-hour. For us, this

great hotel was the ultimate in luxury.

The following morning was spent perusing the

Globe and Mail classified advertising sections,

first for a room, then for some sort of employment.

We needed both.

We opted for a room on Bernard Street that

was not spacious, but clean and central. We
moved in about 5 p.m.

For the next couple of weeks, I held an assort-

ment of temporary jobs as either a typist or secre-

tary, but I decided to look for something more

permanent.

With my legal stenographic background, I felt

qualified to apply for a position with the Juvenile

and Family Court located on Jarvis Street. I had

heard through the secretarial grapevine that they
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needed an additional court stenographer. I felt

the work would be interesting and varied.

On the day of my interview, I arrived promptly

at 9 a.m., dressed in a beige winter coat and

matching suit with dark brown accessories. My
hair was piled high on my head in curls.

I reported to the personnel office, where I was

interviewed by a man of about forty who was tall

and lean, with graying hair.

He outlined in great detail the duties of a court

stenographer. He held the view that accuracy was

the prime requisite.

"After all,” he explained, "the fate of some kid

could well hinge on the correctness of those

notes.”

There were three judges assigned to this ses-

sion, and I would work with each.

"Judge Grudeff is presiding today,” he said. "Td

like to try you out during an actual court session;

it’s the only way I know of knowing if you can

handle the assignment.”

"That’s fine,” I said.

"Here’s a steno pad and a good supply of pen-

cils,” he said.

"This way,” he motioned. "Better bring all your

belongings; you won’t be coming back to this sec-

tion.” I picked up my coat from the back of the

chair and followed him into the main courtroom.
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The judge was sitting impassively on the bench,

listening intently to testimony.

At a table below the bench was the court ste-

nographer, a plump brunette in her late thirties.

She was so engrossed in recording every word

that she didn’t even glance up as I was taken into

the courtroom and shown to a table on the judge’s

left.

A distraught mother sat in the witness-box. Her

son, I soon learned, was charged with indecent ex-

posure.

“Just what time was it?” asked the judge. He
appeared to embody all the characteristics of hon-

esty in his bearing and manner of speech. Clearly,

he had been well chosen for the job.

“A-a-bout t-ten o’clock,” stammered the boy. He
was about fourteen, scrawny, yet tall for his age.

Fifteen minutes later, the hearing was complet-

ed. The mother in her testimony explained how
she was the sole supporter of the boy and three

other children. Sole supporter because although

the husband lived with them, he was unemployed

and a chronic alcoholic. She testified further that

he had constantly beaten up both her and the

children.

The judge had disposed of the case by recom-

mending psychiatric help for the boy. He bound

him over into the custody of his mother, who led

him sobbing from the courtroom.
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I began my note-taking with the next case, one

of petty larceny. This was followed by one of van-

dalism, and a third in which a mother complained

to the judge that her fifteen-year-old daughter

was in need of care because she considered her a

delinquent.

At noon, the judicial examinations were ad-

journed until the following day.

We all stood as the judge rose to leave for his

chambers.

The personnel officer was at my side.

"After you’ve had lunch, report to the stenogra-

pher’s room to your right, there,” he said, pointing

to a partitioned area.

After a quick sandwich, I headed for the steno

pool to transcribe my notes. Several secretaries

were already there, pounding away at their type-

writers, and I didn’t feel it was necessary to intro-

duce myself; so I sat down at a vacant typewriter

and began to type the transcripts for the first of

many sessions I was to document during my stint

as Dianna, Court Stenographer.

About a week later, I was invited to attend the

annual Christmas Party for the staff of the Family

Court.

I stood alone in the gaily decorated basement

room where the party was being held. Because I

had only been on the staff a short time, I hardly

knew anyone. There were small groups of detec-
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tives, police officers, and lawyers, accented by a

sprinkling of secretaries; but it was mostly a male

affair.

“May I get you a fresh drink?”

1 looked around. I recognized one of the detec-

tives who I had seen around the courthouse, but

did not know personally.

“Yes, Td love another,” I said, handing him my
empty glass, which held melted ice cubes. “Im
drinking Canadian Club and water.”

He headed toward the bar, clutching our two

glasses, and I again became preoccupied.

My thoughts were focused on an earlier tele-

phone conversation I’d had with Rosemary. Her

aunt apparently was furious at our having moved
to Toronto together. Rosemary’s Christmas card

had reached her postmarked Toronto; it hadn’t

taken her aunt very long to locate us. She had

made all kinds of dire threats, including one of re-

vealing my true identity to the Toronto Police De-

partment. Just what I needed, I thought, in my
present job.

The detective was returning with our drinks.

“There, how’s that? Not too strong, I hope,” he

said, handing me the glass.

“No, it’s just fine.” I smiled, taking a sip.

“By the way, what’s your name? Mine’s John.”

“I’m Dianna. I’m the new addition to the court

stenographers,” I volunteered.
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"Let me take you around and introduce you to

some of the boys. A gorgeous gal like you

shouldn’t be standing all alone.” He winked.

The rest of the evening I spent moving from

group to group, really getting to know the staff.

Rosemary’s aunt, true to her word, sent photo-

graphs and descriptions of Rosemary and me to the

Toronto Police Department.

Contrary to general belief, the law sometimes

does move rapidly. Soon after they received my
picture, I was summoned to the personnel office,

my heart pounding.

The personnel officer came right to the point.

"There seems to be some discrepancy in your

signed application,” he said, scowling. "We have

been advised by a reliable person that your real

name is Clifford Boileau. Is that correct?”

"Yes, it is,” I said quietly.

There was silence.

I continued, "I feel under the circumstances I

should tender my resignation.”

The personnel officer breathed a sigh of relief.

He really didn’t want this sort of thing to hit the

papers, and he accepted my resignation forthwith.

I was asked to go with the detectives. They

asked me about my relationship with Rosemary,

which I reiterated was purely platonic. As if to

verify my statement, they drove me to our room
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on Bernard Street and questioned Rosemary. She

bore out all the information I had given them.

No arrest was made; they made it quite clear

that no charges were to be laid, but it was merely

a formal investigation. Rosemary, of course, said

she had no intentions of returning west
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I always loved having my pic-

ture taken. This was my first

professional portrait, taken in

Winnipeg.

With my blond curls
was now much more
my appearance.

cut off, I

boyish in

Printed in U.S.A.



I was very proud of my catch of pickerel, which my mother later

cooked for supper.



An outing at Fenelon Falls, Ontario; I felt quite poised in my role
as a woman.



This is how I looked after taking female hormones for over a

year. Beneath the turrets of Casa Loma.



Just after my castration. My mink hat, a gift from an admirer.



A year after my surgery transforming me completely into a
woman.



Relaxing in my Toronto apartment waiting for the arrival of guests
at a recent cocktail party I threw.



This is one of my most recent photographs.



CHAPTER. ELEVEN

DRIVING TO work one particular morning in my
newly acquired car, I thought of an amusing quo-

tation from Elizabeth Mann Borgese. Rosemary

had found it in a cookbook, and it read: “The an-

nelid worm spends its youth and adolescence in

maleness; at the zenith of maturity, it switches to

femaleness”

“Maybe you’re related to the annelid worm,”

she had joked.

I was heading, as usual, toward the downtown

core of the city. This particular Monday morning

a call from the supervisor of the Underwood Girls

had sent me in the direction of Yonge Street,

where I was to work for two weeks as a temporary

stenographer.

Once ensconced in the office behind a pastel-

colored, electric typewriter, my thoughts again
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turned to taking drastic steps to become a full-

fledged woman. In short, I wanted to become a

sexually functioning female because I was sick of

the fagade. The nagging fear of discovery con-

stantly haunted me. The real problem lay right

here in Canada—where did one go for a sex-

change operation? Where did one find a doctor, or

team of doctors, willing to perform the necessary

complicated surgery—just where and how did

one save the necessary few thousand dollars? On
a legal stenographer’s salary working on tempo-

rary assignments, it was impossible.

This morning, despite an aura of ladylike gentil-

ity, I felt very unsure of myself. The offices were

spacious, well lighted, and elegant, and the opu-

lence of the reception area, with its deep green,

wool pile carpeting and ornate antique reception-

ist’s desk impressed me. Within the inner offices,

the three law partners had their private suites.

The clatter of the secretaries’ typewriters per-

meated the plush silence. Nearby, from a giant

switchboard, came the constant chatter of the op-

erator as she plugged and unplugged electrical

leads for incoming and outgoing calls.

The office I was assigned to was at the end of a

long, thickly carpeted corridor. It adjoined a room

used for client conferences and was about as large

as a small apartment kitchen. My job for the fol-

lowing two weeks was to take dictation and type
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contracts for my boss, who I discovered special-

ized in corporate law.

For the next eigjit hours, I was Dianna, Legal

Secretary. I was allowed a one hour lunch break

and a fifteen minute coffee break each morning

and afternoon.

Business, I observed, must be good because the

pile of contracts to be typed was mountainous.

There was a contract for the incorporation of a

chartered accountancy firm that had been in busi-

ness for several months. Their attached financial

statement was healthy. In contrast, heading for

declared bankruptcy, was an export company

that, through mismanagement, had not survived

in the competitive business jungle.

“Yes, sir, it will be ready in about ten minutes,”

I replied to Mr. Johnson s intercom query as to

when the incorporation documents would be

ready.

Eight minutes later, I was finished, and I hand-

ed the papers to Mr. Johnson and on my return

headed for the ladies room. The blonde buxom

operator plugged in her headset and smiled

warmly. She was the kind of person one could get

to like.

I had completed two more contracts when the

phone on my desk rang, It was Rosemary.

“Dianna, what are you doing tonight?” she

asked quietly. “I just had a phone call from
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Jimmy. He wants us to make up a foursome for

cocktails and then dinner. It’s my only night off

this week. Can you come?”

"Sure, Rosemary, I'd love to. I'm up to my neck

in work right now but 111 call you back in about

ten minutes. Are you at home? Okay.”

These dates, blind or otherwise, were usually

arranged by Rosemary and were becoming more

and more frequent. Often they were with fellows

she met at work at The Town, a chic supper club.

Often, one of her customers would ask if she had

a girl friend to make up a double date. A couple

of times, one fellow had indicated he liked two

girls en trois, and we had obliged.

Again my close-knit friendship with Rosemary

was put to the test. Should she follow the urgings

of her aunt and completely break up our platonic

attachment or should we continue as before. This

last course, due to the pressures from the police

department, had become almost impossible.

Therefore, it was with a great feeling of relief that

Rosemary, before she went to work that evening

said:

"Dianna, I've decided there's just not going to

be any real separation—there just can't be.”

I swallowed hard and said, "Well, what do you

suggest we do? There's no way your aunt is going

to let us alone until she knows we're miles apart.”
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I felt awful having said that because the last

thing in the world I wanted was to part from

Rosemary. Never in my life had I met anyone

with such a joy of living and with such a sincere

understanding and sympathy for my unique situa-

tion. We had talked many times about the possi-

bility of my undergoing a sex-change operation

abroad, and I knew if there was any way it could

be done, Rosemary would be there to help me
through the ordeal.

“I was looking in the Star this afternoon before

you came home, and there was this small apart-

ment for rent. I called up about it thinking that

one of us might take that one, and the other re-

main here.”

“There’s no way IT stay here when you’re

forced to move. If you go, IT leave, too. But I

agree; weT have to get separate places. Just for a

while, until the heat’s off.”

“I’ve arranged to go and see this place about

eleven-thirty tomorrow morning; well decide

more fully after I’ve had a look. Who knows, it

might be awful.”

It occurred to me there was just no way Rose-

mary would rent it if, as she said, it turned out to

be awful. It was probably some dump on the west

wide of Toronto and Rosemary liked luxury. To-

morrow would decide what course our lives would

take, I thought.
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The crucial factor would be permanently im-

pressing on Rosemary’s aunt that our relationship

was aboveboard. Surprisingly, this was not as

difficult as we at first thought.

We discovered, through a mutual friend, two

furnished apartments on Madison Avenue where

we were separate, yet close. After we had com-

pleted the move, we advised the vice squad of our

new addresses. They were satisfied, and I never

heard from her aunt again. She obviously failed to

realize that we were inseparable; we just couldn’t

give up seeing each other—the links were too

strong, especially when the friendship is based

upon a need for mutual understanding and when

one of the two is living a lie to the outside world,

known only to the other person.

There was no way out—we had often said only

death could part us.

The phone beside my bed emitted a high-

pitched beep.

The sunlight streamed through my bedroom

window, and I sluggishly roused myself from an

emotionally exhausted sleep. Heaving upward to

a semisitting position, I rested on my left elbow,

shook my head, and tried to align my thoughts.

Moving from sleep to wakefulness was frighten-

ing and I pulled up the crumpled sheet to cover

my naked body as the events of last night’s trage-
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dy flooded back. Even though several hours now
mercifully intervened, the horrors of the night had

become an intrinsic part of myself.

The phone continued its incessant beep. It had

been left off the hook for several hours.

I glanced at my watch, and saw that it was two

minutes before twelve noon.

I replaced the receiver and waited for all the

electronic mechanisms to return to normal.

Was Rosemary really dead? Or was it just a

confused dream?

I glanced toward the end of my bed and my
questions were answered. I could see that my
wrinkled slacks and blouse were stained with her

blood.

The dulling stupor of sleep left me as I became

conscious of my anxious, rapid breathing. My
heart beat had almost tripled its normal rate.

A human being harbors within himself a set of

responses that determine his behavior in different

situations. I began to assess my plight.

The stark reality of the previous night left me
distraught and disoriented.

I dialed the number of Allan Willis, a promi-

nent lawyer, who was also my employer for the

past six months.

A repetitious ringing. No reply. He must be

there, I thought. Someone would have to answer

soon.
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At last the phone was answered. “Sorry to keep

you waiting. Allan Willis’s office.”

I recognized ATs businesslike voice.

He sounded flustered. Normally, I would have

been in the office to answer the phones, take dic-

tation, type letters, and generally cope with the

myriad chores that are day to day routine in. a

general law office. He was apparently trying not

too successfully to cope without my assistance.

Our conversation was short and to the point. I

could sense Al’s concentration as I tried to ex-

plain about the accident and convey a sense of ur-

gency to him.

A1 cleared his throat, and I knew he under-

stood.

While still listening to my torrent of words, I

was aware that he was already making notes, be-

cause I could hear the rustle of paper. A moment
later, he asked:

“Which hospital was that?”

“Northwestern General,” I told him, remember-

ing the name with difficulty.

He hesitated, then said:

“I’ll contact them right away and come straight

over to your place. What’s the address there? It’s

okay, never mind; I have it in my diary. Stay put

and try to get some rest.” His voice tapered off.

I hung up the phone and lit a cigarette. Tears

coursed down my cheeks when I thought of the
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public outcry that would ensue if my true identity

reached the press.

By now, I knew the accident would be widely

reported. Thousands of Torontonians would have

read about it with astute interest in one of the

three daily newspapers, and some would be per-

sonal friends of Rosemary or myself. It was almost

bound to hit the front pages—fatal automobile ac-

cidents almost always did.

ATs final words as he hung up the phone struck

me as almost comical. Despite the urgency of the

situation, they sounded more like the advice from

a doctor than from a lawyer.

I crossed to the dresser and looked at my face

in the mirror. I was aware of the toll the last

twelve hours had taken on my appearance.

As I looked, I saw stale makeup, streaked and

smudged, glinting on my cheeks, eyes swollen and

bright red, a puffy face, red hair tousled and mat-

ted. Not a very pretty sight.

I could not allow myself to be seen by A1 in

this state of disarray. The pride I took in my ap-

pearance as a well-groomed secretary was one of

my main concerns en-route to complete feminini-

ty. A1 had never seen me any other way.

I decided to soak in a hot bath, which to me is

always bliss, maybe because I never had such lux-

uries as a child.

I pulled on my robe and tiptoed toward the
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bathroom because I didn’t want Marge to hear

me. So far she had not come near, but I didn’t

want her to know I was up and ask me questions.

Even though she’d been well meaning, I couldn’t

face her right now.

Despite the heat, I shivered.

In contrast to my spasmodic shivers, the water

was hot as it gushed into the bathtub. How water

on a stifling, humid day somehow cools and re-

freshes. Marge always had a plentiful supply of

piping hot water both summer and winter because

she prided herself on the high standard of ameni-

ties she offered to her roomers. We as tenants

said thank you by renewing our weekly tenancies

time and time again.

The bath was getting dangerously full, and I

quickly turned off both taps.

A slight odor of bleach used on a daily basis to

scour the tub and toilet perfumed the air in the

spotlessly clean bathroom. The window was cov-

ered by a white type of lace curtain that is com-

monplace even today in the French-Canadian

homes of Quebec. But Marge, unlike most

French-Canadians, was very conservative in her

choice of colors, everything was painted a clinical

white, the only color was in the bath towels and

washcloths.

I needed to urinate, so I straddled my naked

hips over the toilet seat and sat down. I looked at
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my penis and testicles in disgust; if only they

would somehow disappear.

I flushed the toilet and stepped into the tub.

As I splashed the refreshing water over my
body, I thought about my forthcoming meeting

with Al. I realized I had placed myself in a po-

sition where I could become an easy target for the

unscrupulous. The possibility of threats, intimida-

tion, or even blackmail could not be ruled out

once my situation became known.

As I pondered, Al was just a few miles away,

heading his car west on a journey that, barring

heavy traffic, would take about another twenty

minutes.

The humidity continued to hover around eighty-

five percent.

Al’s destination was a street of red brick, de-

tached houses, one of which I called home. It was

still the pride of the middle-class, Anglo-Saxons,

bordering on Rosedale, an exclusive area that

prided itself on being home to several consular of-

fices.

This was not the time to imbibe in the luxury of

a daily two-hour soak; so I stood up, stepped onto

the soft bath mat, and wiped myself dry with a

pale pink towel.

I pulled out the plug, and the water gurgled

and gushed down the drain.

I crept back to my bedroom and began to dress
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carefully, because I instinctively felt I should look

my best. I glanced in the full-length mirror. The

bath had worked wonders; the swelling around

my eyes had gone down considerably—I was

slowly returning to normal—at least in appear-

ance.

In my entire life, I had never felt so alone and

forsaken. Knowing A1 was en route helped some-

what to ease my longing for someone to talk to

and these thoughts dammed up my tears. My mind

was too confused to allow me to indulge in tears,

and I knew I must avoid crying and put on some

makeup. Until there was time to do a complete

job, a light foundation, a dash of lipstick, and

plenty of blush-on, would have to suffice. My long

upper and lower lashes were so much a part of

me that I sometimes wore them to bed. I knew

this was no time for shading cheek bones, high-

lighting eyebrows, or perfuming nipples. In a way,

my robing had overtones of a dress rehearsal for

a drama in which the sex of the leading lady would

be defined and delineated by me.

Charades involved a certain amount of intelli-

gence. I was very much aware that any failure on

my part to justify what I did last night might end

in exposure and public scorn.

I wondered how Allan Willis would take the

news that his redheaded secretary, Dianna, was

in reality a man?
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In succession, I positioned my ultrapadded bra

on my flat chest, stepped into my black lace,

bikini panties and girdle, pulled on a pair of black

mesh nylons, and wiggled into a well-tailored black

dress. I remembered with a shudder that Rosemary

had helped me select it just two days before. I’d

bought it in Creeds—the Saks Fifth Avenue of

Toronto.

I tried to retain my composure and remember

my values. I realized I would soon be faced with

not merely giving details of the nightmarish acci-

dent but also trying to clarify who I was both to

myself and to society. Not only this, but I would

have to explain and give justification for my ac-

tions to Al, who was not only my lawyer but

my boss. This was to be the hardest part of all.

Would he understand?

AFs car pulled to a stop on the street outside

my house. He found a vacant parking spot into

which he slid his car with ease, climbed out, and

headed toward my door.

My second eyelash was just being glued into

place when there was a ring at the front door. I

could hear Marge's steps heading toward it.

Til get it. It's for me ” I shouted down the

stairs.

"Okay," she replied nonchalantly.

As I opened the door, the suave Allan Willis

stepped inside. He was about five feet eight; his
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penetrating, dark brown eyes were set off by a

head of shining black hair. His immaculate brown

suit looked too heavy for the heat of the day.

Without wasting a moment, he asked, “Where’s

your apartment?”

“Follow me,” I replied. “It’s just one flight up.”

I climbed each stair with precision because I

needed time to phrase the wording of my opening

remarks. Just how did one advise one’s employer

that one was in reality a transsexual?

I decided to tell him immediately. It was the

only way I would be able to gauge his sincerity.

Similarly, he would prove his manliness to me by

his acceptance of my situation. I often question

the virility, or should I say the suppressed homo-

sexuality, of those men who shy away in disgust

from me and others like me.

It was, therefore, with relief that I showed

A1 into my room. After all, I thought, I was be-

ginning to tire of role-playing on a twenty-four

hour basis; it was bad enough acting during my
leisure hours. Even before this necessity for dis-

closure, I had often contemplated telling A1 the

truth.

I told A1 about being a transsexual and the

tremendous strain feigning the guise of a woman
placed on me. I explained how I had jived for a

number of years physically as a man witliin the

framework of a woman. I described in detail the
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years of frustration and terror I had lived through,

and how I was forced to fight the moral postures

of a puritanical society.

When I had finished, there was utter silence.

A1 had turned ashen, and I could see he was

completely nonplused. He made no reply. It was

the first time I, or anyone else, would ever see

Allan Willis stuck for words.

Eventually, after what seemed an eternity, he

said, “It makes no difference either to your em-

ployment with me or to my representing you as

legal counsel. As you well know, I believe in indi-

viduality and feel a person should be prepared to

fight and die for his beliefs.”

I noticed his hands were trembling as he took

out a notebook.

“Let’s forget about it for now. Tell me about the

accident.”

I swallowed hard and reported the events start-

ing at about 1 a.m. the night before.

“Since you left the hospital, has anyone tried to

get in touch with you?”

I nodded negatively.

“Of course the phone was off the hook for

horns. They may have.”

“I must get to the police and hospital to tell

them where you are. You should never have left

the hospital, Dianna, without first being dis-

charged. I’m going to offer a substantial reward
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for information leading to the arrest of the driver

of the car that sideswiped you,” he said thought-

fully.

‘Til make the calls now,” he said with a sense of

determination in his voice. “The sooner we get

started the better.”

He strode over to the phone and called the

headquarters of the Ontario Provincial Police.

After a brief pause, I heard him talking at

length to an inspector, giving him details about

my address, age, and place of employment. I was

relieved to hear he was careful not to divulge the

secret of my true sex, which I had so recently con-

fided to him.

While I waited for him to finish talking, I went

to the sink, to dampen a facecloth, and wipe my
face. The room was getting stifling again.

I opened a nearby window and gazed out. I let

out an uncontrollable, piercing scream.

I saw Rosemary walking up the street toward

the house.

“She’s alive; she’s alive,” I yelled. “Everything’s

all right.”

A1 slammed down the receiver and rushed to

my side.

“She’s not there; she’s dead,” he said, pulling

me away from the window. “Get a hold on your-

self. This kind of behavior isn’t going to solve a

thing. I’m going to call a doctor to give you some
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medication. It’s all been too much for you . . . the

strain . . . everything.”

He went back to the phone, and I slumped onto

the bed.

I can remember muttering, “She is there; she is

there. I know she is . . . Rosemary . . . Rose-

mary. . .

”

“Yes, Doctor, I think she’s suffering from shock;

she’s hysterical as you can hear. That’s one

twenty-five Madison Avenue; her room’s on the

second floor. I’ll look for your car and let you in.”

The interval between Al’s call and the doctor’s

arrival is a blur.

I can vaguely remember the doctor looking at

me as I lay fully clothed on top of the bed.

He rolled up my sleeve and jabbed a needle into

my arm.

A1 was saying something about “.
. . an un-

tenable assumption that we’re dealing with a sim-

ple problem. We’re not.”

He must have told him the truth. I never really

knew, because I drifted off, away from all my
problems.

During my drug-induced sleep, the wheels of

litigation, guided by Allan Willis, spun into mo-

tion.

His call to the Ontario Provincial Police

brought the city police, insurance appraisers, wit-
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nesses, tow-truck operators, and friends of both

Rosemary and myself into the picture.

For the next three days, I was kept under seda-

tion. Marge brought me cups of steaming bouillon

and glasses of warm milk; the rest of the time I

slept.

On the third day, A1 suggested I return to work

as soon as possible. He felt it would help take my
mind off everything.
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CHAPTER
TWELVE

AL’S REQUEST seemed like a good idea, so I

returned to work.

About two fifteen that same afternoon, there was
a sharp knock at the door.

‘‘Come in,” I said, not bothering to look up from

my typewriter. I assumed it was yet another client

arriving late for a two o’clock appointment. This

happened often enough to be commonplace.

“Are you Dianna Boiieau?” a man’s resonant

voice queried.

I looked up from the keyboard in surprise. Two
uniformed police officers hovered officiously over

my desk.

Al, who was about to enter his private office,

swung abruptly around upon hearing the officer’s

authoritative tone.
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The younger of the two continued, “You’re under

arrest.”

He then proceeded to read the warrant. I lis-

tened in silence. It charged me on two counts—

criminal negligence causing death and dangerous

driving.

“Am I allowed to say anything now?” I faltered,

looking across at Al. Before he had time to an-

swer, I was receiving the usual caution that any-

thing I said could be used in evidence against me.

I remained silent.

“Dianna, you’d better go with them right

away,” Al said at last. “I’ll try to arrange bail for

you. Don’t worry. I’m sure you’ll only be there a

few hours.”

I picked up my black handbag from the floor

beside my desk, grabbed my cape, and followed

them out of the door toward the street. I glanced

back only once to smile weakly at Al.

The janitor was standing in the hallway as we
passed and he peered at me. Because part of my
job was dealing with law enforcement, he was not

surprised to see me in the company of police.

We walked past several curious bystanders who
gawked and turned their heads to get a better

view.

From the air-conditioned comfort of the build-

ing to the swelter of the unmarked police car was
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but a few steps. It was parked with the unrelent-

ing heat of the sun beating down its steel frame.

Parking lights flashed, and the oversized aerial

marked it as belonging to the police department.

One of the cops opened the back door, and I sat

daintily on the rear seat, sliding my long slender

legs inside. The door slammed shut.

The engine purred to life.

‘Where are you taking me?” I asked.

He half-turned around from the driver s seat.

“To Belmont Police Station—the womens lock-

up.

My stomach bounded. The words womens
lockup ironically sounded great. Maybe they’d

never discover my secret . . . maybe A1 would

be there when I arrived with the bail all arranged

. . . maybe. . . .

The car radio crackled to life and interrupted

my musings.

“One hundred—accident on the Don Valley

Parkway, about one block south of the Bloor Street

cutoff. Do you read me? Over.”

By now, the officers were talking and laughing

in a monotone, completely ignoring my presence

and the urgency of the radio messages. I was grate-

ful for this.

The car pulled to a halt outside the police sta-

tion—a large gray-white building.

For a moment, the cop who had driven the car
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hardened his expression. "Come on, let’s go in-

side.” He gestured, holding the car door open. I

alighted.

Like all police stations, this one was gaunt and

bare, and a hive of activity. There were several

shirt-sleeved officers behind the long counter, bus-

ily telephoning and filling out innumerable forms.

One young, blond-haired constable had been as-

signed to the switchboard.

Switchboard duty is one of the most hated as-

signments within the force. Explaining to would-

be complainants that they should be calling the

Provincial Police or the R.C.M.P. Sometimes the

ensuing shambles at the peak crime time, around

10 p.m., is almost too much for one man to han-

dle.

The sergeant motioned and abruptly asked me
to follow him.

He led me into another bare room and handed

me over to a prison matron. It was quiet in there,

with only the whisper of the air-conditioning and

an occasional stray sound such as the clanging of

a cell door or the ringing sound of the regimented

footsteps of a guard making his rounds.

With a single swift movement, the sergeant

handed her a sheaf of papers and disappeared. I

heard the outer door close.

"May I have your handbag, please?” she asked

evenly.
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Mutely, I handed it to her.

She proceeded to empty the contents onto a

nearby table. It was quite an assorted jumble of

cosmetics, banks books, cigarettes, matches, busi-

ness cards, wallet, comb, brush, streetcar tickets,

on and on, crowned with an avalanche of crum-

pled Kleenex.

Rosemary’s words from the previous week

sprang to mind. “Dianna, when are you going to

clean out your handbag. It’s an awful mess. How
you can find anything is beyond me.”

Of course, I’d never taken her advice—it was

too late now.

Although I supposed the matron was used to

this sort of thing, I nevertheless stood by, red-

faced and somewhat embarrassed.

She meticulously sorted everything into about

six neat heaps. As I stood patiently to one side,

wondering how long it would take, she bent down

and produced a clipboard.

Upright again, she proceeded to make a note of

each item.

She appeared to have several classifications . . .

official or government documents, personal, cash,

and I guess, just plain trash. I noticed her writing

down my savings account number with infinite

care, but she failed to take note of the one dollar

sixty-five cent balance.
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I continued to stand rooted to the spot, only my
eyes ceaselessly moving, watching the procedure.

Then she routinely itemized the twenty or so

articles on the sheet of paper attached to the clip-

board in neat, legible print.

Ten minutes later, she was finished.

It was not without reason, it may have been

woman’s intuition, that she suddenly, without

warning, reached inside my blouse. I stood dumb-

founded.

What could I say?

"You’ve got very small breasts for a girl, haven’t

you?” she asked withdrawing her hand and eyeing

me quizzically.

Despite everything, I detected a note of under-

standing and compassion in her voice. "Are you

really a woman? I’m sorry, Dianna,” she contin-

ued, “but I must report this to the detectives.

Wait here, IT be right back.”

I sat on a bare wooden bench and waited and

waited.

Half an hour later, according to the wall clock,

she returned, followed closely by two plainclothes

detectives. One was a florid-faced, heavyset man
of about forty; the other I judged to be in his late

twenties, lean, fair-haired, and tall.

With a certain directness, the senior of the two

said, “There seems to be some sort of problem.

Are you really Dianna?”
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“No,” I stuttered. “But that’s the name I’ve used

for years now.”

“What I want to know is, are you male or fe-

male?”

“Male,” I replied in a firm voice.

“We’ll have to rewrite the charge under your

real name. Which is . .
.?”

“Clifford Boileau,” I interjected.

Obediently, I gave them all the correct details,

and he filled in the blanks on a fresh sheet with

such information as marital status, next of kin,

person or persons to be contacted in an emfergen-

cv.

Technically, I was arrested for a second time.

“We’re taking you to police headquarters,” an-

nounced the blond detective.

“I’m sorry, Dianna.” The matron smiled as she

and I were left alone. “I feel awful, but I had to

do it. Besides, they would have discovered sooner

or later, it was just a matter of time.”

‘We’ve just called your lawyer,” the florid-

faced detective said when he returned. “He’s com-

ing right over and should be here in about five

minutes.”

Al, I reasoned, would be able to arrange bail.

I thought it would be around a hundred dollars,

but I was wrong.

Bail was set at one thousand dollars, and Al was

unable to raise such a large sum of money.
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The sight of the now-familiar unmarked police

car made me wonder just how many more of these

free rides I would take, or how many Toronto jails

I would see from the inside before it was all over.

There were to be several more of both.

Reluctantly, I again climbed inside the police

car, clutching my black cape.

We sped toward police headquarters on King

Street.

What next? I pondered.

Upon entering the precinct, I was confronted

by a mass of male and female officers, and I knew
by their stares and ogles that word of my true

gender had preceded me.

I was again forced to recite the facts, although

by now I would have assumed they had them

straight. This interrogation was a far cry from the

one at Belmont. One youngish cop sauntered

across the room and tugged at my long auburn

hair—hoping it would come off in his hand. He
looked disappointed when all he got for his trou-

ble were a few stray red hairs caught within his

fingers and a howl of protest from me.

The teasing and harrassment by the police con-

tinued. I stood by helpless.

I noticed one slender youngish-looking cop

standing to one side, expressionless. I appealed to

him withmy eyes for help and understanding.
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He got my message, left the room momentarily,

then returned with an inspector.

The inspector was heavyset, had drooping

jowls, and resembled a prizefighter.

“Now, lets clear this room. Everyone out,” he

bellowed. They obeyed.

I was once again handed over to the Provincial

Police, who drove me to the Willowdale male

lockup where I spent a sleepless night.

I did not see the light of day arrive, for there

were no windows in my cell. My first indication

that it was morning was the sound of prison

guards yelling to each prisoner to get up.

At around 10 a.m., I was taken to the adjoining

courtroom and formally charged before Magis-

trate Fred W. Bartrem (since deceased) with

criminal negligence causing death and an addi-

tional charge of dangerous driving.

Word by now had leaked to the press, and they

had converged on the courthouse, en masse. Re-

porters taking copious notes were scattered

around the packed courtroom that held about

two hundred persons. The magistrate cautioned

the press that photographers were not permitted

within the precincts of the court. This is standard

procedure in Canadian courts and was not just for

my benefit.

I was in a state of panic during the hearing, and
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all I really recall is the magistrate setting bail at

one thousand dollars in cash or property.

Unable to raise this amount, I was handcuffed

to another male prisoner and shoved roughly into

a paddy wagon for delivery to the Don Jail.

En route, the paddy wagon made numerous

stops at what I assumed were other courts or lock-

ups. At each stop, several more prisoners were ig-

nominiously herded into the back. A couple of

them couldn’t understand what a woman was

doing in their midst.

One young punk yelled out on seeing me

:

"So, we re going coeducational now; what fun.”

"Shut up,” rasped an older man. "She’s really a

guy-”

"You’ve got to be kidding—” the rest of his re-

mark was drowned in roars of laughter and hoots

of derision.

The wagon mercifully stopped in front of the

fortresslike building—the Don. Jail. The opening

of the gates was controlled electronically from

within. There was a further delay as we waited

for the doors to open. The heat inside the paddy

wagon was unbearable, and a stench of unwashed

bodies filled the air.

The door of the wagon was thrown open, and I

saw for the first time a hitherto unknown world. It

was like entering a foreign land—a walled island,
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We were made to sit in the tank, a long, narrow

room flanked on either side by wooden benches.

One prisoner offered me a cigarette, which I ac-

cepted gratefully.

It was only sometime later that I discovered

that Tony had arrived at the jail before me to per-

sonally intercede with the governor of the prison

on my behalf and ask for his understanding.

One by one, our names were called.

"Clifford Boileau.” I raised my left hand. The

handcuff on my right hand was unlocked by a

guard, and I was led away.

I was taken to a disrobing room similar to the

one at the womens lockup, only it was more

sparse. Here the same guard handed me over to

two burly prison officers who treated me with cold

reserve and a certain amount of hostility.

My own dismal thoughts turned to Rosemary,

my parents, and my unbearable predicament.

I was ordered to undress. My already sorted

and classified handbag was on the table, tagged

with my name and number. Piece by piece, I took

off my clothes. First my string of expensive pearls,

a gift from a lawyer friend, then my black linen

suit with matching cape, girdle, bra, nylons, and

high-heeled black pumps. The guard bundled

them together unceremoniously, tied them with a

piece of string, and scrawled my number on a slip
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of paper and attached it to the package. He hand-

ed me a tag with an identical number.

“Don’t lose it, that’s your claim tag, and you’ll

need it to get your finery back,” he sneered.

Under his staring eye, stripped of all my per-

sonal possessions, I revealed my psychologically

ill-defined sexual identity.

"Take a shower,” he said, pointing to a large

open cubicle. The concrete floor was black with

age and grime, and as I stood on it, I could feel a

film of slime underfoot

It was the speediest shower I have ever taken.

As I finished drying myself, the guard approached

me with a glass spray jar filled with a whitish

liquid that strongly resembled the kind I’d seen

used for exterminating roaches.

He aimed the jar directly at my penis and scro-

tum and was right on target. It stung and smelled

like disinfectant.

“What on earth are you doing?” I protested,

backing away.

"That’s in case you brought anything in with

you,” he leered sarcastically.

I was issued my prison clothes. A pair of trou-

sers, lace-up brogues, and black socks. My slinky,

sexy underwear was replaced by cotton jockey

shorts, topped off with an open necked shirt.

With my painted fingernails and morning make-
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up still intact, I must have been a picture of in-

congruity.

I was taken down a long hallway and told to go

into a communal room. Here I was immediately

greeted by strains of the “Wedding March,” whis-

tled off key by several of the inmates.

“You fucking bastard,” yelled a tattooed prison-

er lying on a cot at the side of the room.

This utterance renewed my fears, not of impris-

onment, but of the male prisoners. I became

aware that I was to be the subject of their taunts

and ridicule.

In this room was a cross section of criminals

and lawbreakers, many of them hardened repeat-

ers who had actually spent more time in prison

than out. They ran the gamut from sneak thieves

and drug addicts, to the general dregs of society.

Every prison inmate has a deep-seated fear of

brutal assault by a fellow prisoner, and upon look-

ing around the room more closely, my fear turned

to terror.

I assumed an attitude of helpless defiance, for

I was also aware that brutality toward sex offend-

ers and sex deviates is deeply ingrained in prison

subculture. I have been told American prisons,

unlike those here in Canada, give men written

warning of its problems and dangers.

I learned almost immediately that prison lan-

guage is obscene, brutal, and above all repetitive.
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The catcalls, wolf whistles, and obscenities con-

tinued unabated.

A dark-haired Italian asked me the time.

"It’s about two o’clock,” I said in the deepest

voice I could muster.

‘Thanks,” he murmured.

I discovered that time, or the passing of time,

becomes all important to prisoners. It reassures

them that time in the outside world continues to

exist. Each new prisoner who was brought into

the cell area was asked this question by at least

one inmate.

Prison itself is a homosexual situation, depriving

men of normal sexual activity. They are forced by

authoritarian discipline to lead the artificial life of

a chaste monk, but chaste they are not. Sexual de-

viation becomes the norm.

I discovered that there are three types of de-

viates common to almost any penal institu-

tion-active homosexuals, those normally hetero-

sexual who become temporary homosexuals, and

the dangerous, silent, undercover homosexual.

I spent only four days in the Don Jail, but they

were days of horror.

The taunts continued, and the language, if pos-

sible, grew more obscene. I lay on my cot in a

comer of the room, buried my face in the pillow,

and cried and cried and cried.

This only worsened the situation.
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A burly bald-headed man of about forty ambled

over to me and sneered in a loud voice, “Say, what

are you in for? Indecent exposure or paying boys

to masturbate?” A loud roar of laughter greeted

his remarks.

I was becoming paralyzed with fear—I found I

couldn’t move or speak even if I’d wanted to.

It was obvious that no one cared about my wors-

ening condition.

Thanks to AI’s intervention, coupled with the

insight of the governor, I was moved to the hospi-

tal wing. Here the food was good and I was given

books and newspapers. On the recommendation

of the prison officials, I was permitted to smoke—

a privilege not normally authorized in the hospital

section. I was also allowed restricted use of writ-

ing materials and advised I would be able to send

out censored letters, but I never wrote any.

Three days passed before A1 came to see me.

I met him in a special section of the jail where

bail is arranged. As I looked at him through the

glass partition, I was aware that my eyes were red-

rimmed and bloodshot.

A1 told me an unexpected offer to assist him
in raising bail had been received from the man
who owned a television repair shop next door to

AI’s office. Apparently, he had offered to put up
his business as surety after reading about my pre-

dicament in the papers.
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“I should be able to get you out of here later

today. I’m also hoping to have the negligence

charge dropped to the lesser one of dangerous driv-

ing because if the present ones stand, you could

get a jail sentence.”

“Well, for God’s sake, do your best—I’m depend-

ing on you.”

Bail was set and I was released at 4 p.m.

When I got home, I was promptly given notice

to leave Marge’s house because she was terribly

shattered by the whole thing. Apparently, she had

been hounded by the press, and her phone had

not stopped ringing since my arrest. I feel I can’t

blame her for taking the position she did. I’m sure

I would have done likewise had I been in her

shoes.

I moved immediately to a bachelor apartment

on Raglan Avenue, using an alias; so I would be

able to maintain my privacy.

As far as my work was concerned, this was not

so easy. The newspapers and wire services had

given me notoriety.

There was a local high school situated about

three blocks away from Al’s office. Some astute

student had seen me and had alerted the whole

school to the fact that if they peeked through

Al’s office window they would have a lunch hour

peep show. On view, in person, would be the legal

secretary who was really a guy.
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“You know, the one who’s been in all the papers.

The one who was involved in a car accident—

you know, the one where a girl was killed?” I could

almost hear them talking.

Every day at around noon, dining their lunch

hour, a mass of high school students would de-

scend upon us. I fled to the washroom and re-

mained there until I thought they had left. Lucki-

ly, their attention span was limited. They soon left

in search of other diversions.

Between the visits of the students and the per-

sistence of the press trying to obtain an exclusive

interview, A1 found himself spending most of his

valuable time playing cat-and-mouse games with

my tormentors.

Added to all this harassment was the unbeara-

ble phone calls from the city morgue, persistently

asking for someone to claim Rosemary’s body. The

shock of having Rosemary snatched away so sav-

agely was still with me. I just could not bring my-
self to face her once beautiful body lying on a

slab. The inward struggle and pangs of guilt I suf-

fered can never be described.

I knew there was not a soul in the world who
would say, “she is mine,” and this haunted me day
and night.

Rosemary was buried in Potters Field, a place

reserved for the city’s indigent.

The ensuing weeks proved a time of trial, and
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many of my close personal friends, both male and

female, proved their frailty under stress and com-

pletely avoided me.

On the plus side were the hundreds of letters I

received from understanding sympathetic stran-

gers. Some came from as far away as Mexico, and

several contained financial contributions to help

pay legal costs.

I think one letter I received from Toronto is of

particular interest. It read:

Dear Miss Boilsaw:

Just this afternoon I did what I had hesitated

doing for quite a while. I phoned your lawyer,

Mr. Willis. I congratulated him on winning your

acquittal as I have been following your case

from the sideline with quite some concern, al-

though I don’t know you.

Actually, I wanted to lend you a sympathetic

hand during what must have been a terrible or-

deal for you, but I thought, probably correctly,

that you and Mr. Willis would not be interested

in meeting a stranger at the time.

Putting myself in your place, something I can

do very easily, I am sure that publicity would

be very undesirable. I am not interested in pub-

licity for myself but I have written my name,

address, and phone number as a gesture of my
good will. Perhaps like you, whereas I am not
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interested in publicity, at the same time I am
not ashamed nor afraid of what I am.

I have some things in common with you,

apart from being the same age. I am a man but

have at times lived as a woman because—well

why do you? Why do others? Reasons or

guesses could fill a book. I am a respected citi-

zen and I know of others from all walks of life

who are this way inclined too, and I have inter-

esting and serious discussions with them on

WHY? I have also discussed this with psychol-

ogists and doctors, though the majority of them

know very little about the phenomenon of

transvestism. The majority of them have had

experience only with those who have had trou-

ble with the law, and as a result have pretty

well only a one-sided view of this personality

trait among a surprisingly large percentage of

males, if the truth be known.

I call transvestism a phenomenon rather than

a deviation because of my personal under-

standing and experience about it. I confess, that

if I were not a transvestist myself I would be

inclined to take a narrow-minded view of these

people and call them, at best, cranks. Here is a

big job to educate the public.

I live as a man and it is only during some of

my leisure that I indulge in fancy feminine

thinking. I enjoy this, and in fact it is more than
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just fun, and in fact if I were not interested in

normal sex, I would also choose to live as a

woman permanently.

I know people who are doing this. Some have
taken the sex-change operation, some have not,

for various personal reasons. One very good rea-

son, as Mr. Willis has said, is the very high cost

of the operation. Also, one wonders, how suc-

cessful can this operation be, and how much
pain and confinement is involved. We know of

the Denmark and Casablanca operations, and
one may also have an operation in Mexico.

Some of my close friends are also now in the fe-

male hormone treatment stage—under the

guidance of Dr. Benjamin of New York, possi-

bly the foremost authority on this matter in

North America. His waiting room contains a

constant flow of transsexuals, many of them liv-

ing and working as women. If ever these pa-

tients have a brush with the law where their

identity and sex are put under question, they

have a letter from Dr. Benjamin which explains

everything. Wouldn’t that be a help?

Finally, on the feminine side, I wish to com-
pliment you on your taste in dress. I am natu-

rally also interested in fashion.

Also, I have been fairly successful in electrol-

ysis treatments which I have taken for a year

now.
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Now I personally am quite content with my
lot. I have a busy and productive life and enjoy

helping others. Also I have now got to under-

standing myself—or my selves, and have a peace-

ful and enjoyable existence. I offer a hand of

friendship to you because it may be a mutually

pleasant and rewarding experience.

I feel I have done my personal duty in writ-

ing to you through Mr. Willis. Give me a ring

any week night, say about 5 to 7 p.m., or even

later, if you like.

Yours truly,

John Brown

This letter was to prove a reminder that there

were others in my same position; then I saw an-

other letter lying on my desk A1 had left for my
attention. My God! Rosemary’s citizenship papers!

Finally, the wrecked car had to be disposed of.

A1 helped me find a scrap-metal dealer who pur-

chased it for the magnificent sum of twenty-five

dollars. The sight of the mangled, crushed metal

and the blood stains in the passenger s seat evoked

nightmarish memories.

A1 and I reached a stage where we were con-

stantly bickering because the pressure on us was

growing unbearable. Besides the productive work-

ing hours that were whittled away by our trying

to dissuade would-be intruders, I was always un-
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available, or out-of-town, and there were also the

many hours I was absent from the office for my
numerous court appearances.

Each time I went to court, sometimes with Al,

sometimes alone, the outcome of the hearing was

yet another remand. By November 2, 1962, I had

set some sort of Canadian court record—ten re-

mands in just over two months.

Al and I mutually agreed it would be better

for both of us if I found another job. The tension

between us had grown worse.

I used the same alias I had used when renting

my apartment and was hired by a trade associa-

tion on King Street. It was a small two-person of-

fice, and I enjoyed the work. Despite the job, I

managed to keep all my rendezvous with the

court unknown to my boss or friends. I still

wonder how my frequent visits to the dentist’s of-

fice went unqueried, especially when, upon my re-

turn, my teeth looked no better than they ever

did.

After a morning appearance in court, followed

by the inevitable remand, I would rush down-

stairs after work to buy the early editions of the

evening newspapers. Often there was a photograph

of me on the front page or at least a story say-

ing that yet another remand had been granted.

Still, my boss didn’t realize that I was the sensa-

tional Clifford.



Many times he would lean over my shoulder

when I was reading about myself and comment

on the hearings.

At last, almost six months after the fateful night

of Rosemary’s death, I was brought to trial before

judge and jury. The case was to be tried at the

Old City Hall with Judge Everett Weaver presid-

ing.

In the row of counsels’ seats sat Allan Willis and

the prosecuting attorney and his staff. The police

were represented by Constable William Lloyd.

The inevitable bevy of newspaper reporters were

present.

I arrived at the court dressed in a black semifit-

ted suit, three strands of pearls, black high-heeled

shoes, a Persian lamb coat, and gray stockings. I

wore the same clothes during the three days of

the trial.

The court clerk read out the official description

of me as Clifford Boileau. The clerk then asked if

I was male or female.

A1 objected to this question, but the judge held

that it was admissable.

After a huddle between Al, the crown coun-

sel, and the judge, it was agreed that I would be

arraigned under both names.

It was also agreed that I would be allowed to

dress in women’s clothing throughout the trial.

The first and only witness was a Hamilton
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schoolteacher who testified that my car passed

him, began to shimmy, spun around, and crashed

through the guardrail.

Al in his cross-examination asked if he re-

membered any other cars being on the road at the

time.

"No, I don’t,” came the deliberate and slow

reply.

Next, the police witnesses. One of the two ar-

resting officers gave evidence as to how they had

arrested me at my place of employment.

I was beginning to get worried in case my de-

fense would be hampered by prejudice that was

currently being heightened by sensational head-

fines and newspaper stories.

We again entered our plea of not guilty.

At last on the third day after hours and hours of

deliberation, cross-examination, and still more

cross-examination, including my taking the stand

in my own defense, the jury retired to deliberate.

Their ten-minute absence seemed like hours.

The verdict was not guilty.

One newspaper reporter described my reaction

thus: "He gasped softly, and buried his head in his

manicured hands.”

I was free. Free to begin a new phase in my
fife. But was I truly free?
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CHAPTER
THIRTEEN

ROSEMARY'S DEATH and the subsequent trial

had upset me deeply. I began to feel so helpless.

Bit by bit, I began to drop out of society.

I gradually took to spending time in bars in the

company of men and women with whom I felt at

ease and who would not be critical of me.

Nightly, I would drink myself into a stupor in

my room and be unable to get up most mornings

in time for work.

For several weeks, my boss continued to toler-

ate my tardiness. He knew I was usually an effi-

cient, accurate secretary, but eventually he called

me into his office and asked me what my problem

was. He warned me that if I continued to arrive

late and leave early, he would be forced to find

someone else.

As my drinking grew worse, he could put up
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with me no longer. His company was too small an
operation to be able to financially support even

one staff member who was not pulling his weight.

For a few weeks I drifted from job to job. There

was one common denominator I looked for when
seeking employment: the job had to make no de-

mands on me, for I found I was becoming quickly

bored.

I even went so far as to accept employment in a

new secretarial job to back out at the last minute

because of an unknown fear that was haunting

me.

I drank up all my savings and could not afford

the rent of my Raglan Avenue apartment.

I moved to a series of rooms and flophouses,

each more depressing and sordid than the last. I

lived on unemployment insurance and wine.

Deep inside, I longed to go to church; my reli-

gious convictions were still deeply embedded, but

I felt it would be sheer hypocrisy to enter a house

of worship.

I dressed carelessly; so I began to melt in more

with the crowd. From this, I reverted to a form

of ostentation by looking so ill-kempt as to be con-

spicuous.

My wardrobe consisted of a pair of dingy

slacks, a dirty head scarf, and a very dirty blouse.

I only lived day by day.

After sleeping in a number of flophouses, I de-
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cided to at least establish a residence for myself;

so I moved to a respectable rooming house with a

landlady who today is still my dearest friend.

At that time, I spent hour upon hour in Sir

Winston Churchill Park, a profusion of wilder-

ness, with natural trails hidden by a maze of trees,

and I grew to know every nook and cranny. There

was one particular mound of earth that I named

the Garden of Eden, and it became my favorite

haunt.

Neither lovers, lesbians, heterosexuals, or homo-

sexuals knew that they were being spied upon,

and I was witness to numerous sexual acts that

couples thought were being performed in private.

The park was a hangout for winos and general

down-and-outs. Men went to be fed at the soup

kitchens, wandered aimlessly during the day, and

slept at the Scott Mission.

I lived in a sea of nameless faces with whom I

had a nodding acquaintance.

I met a young man called Graham whom I had

seen in the park on several occasions. After several

chance meetings, he admitted to being a con-

firmed homosexual, but he managed to face up to

his problem and accept himself for what he was,

apologizing to no one. He explained that not

every human being lived up to what society called

normalcy.

He never tried to pry into my past—for which I
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was grateful. However, I sensed a great sensitivity

and intelligence in this tall, proud person; so I felt

relieved to be able to tell him my secret.

Graham brought me books on the subject of

transsexualism, and I took them home to read dur-

ing my bouts of sobriety.

I remember spending the night in the park with

Graham, watching the eclipse of the moon. Some-

how, witnessing this phenomenon gave me a small

insight into the vastness of the world; made my
problems seem so inconsequential.

I must, I decided, become a woman. I would

pound, pester, and seek every avenue open to me
to have the surgery performed.

Graham, in turn, introduced me to Don, who
became greatly attracted to me, even more so

when I told him I was a man.

He told of years spent in casual encounters with

numerous men, during which time he never went

with the same man more than once, at the very

most twice.

At our second meeting, he swore eternal love

for me; despite all his numerous encounters, he

longed for a lasting relationship.

He loved wine as much as I. One night we be-

came lightheaded after drinking a bottle between

us and I suddenly felt his hand between my legs. I

tensed.
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"Relax, Dianna,” lie said, kissing me passionate-

ty-

I tried to as his lips left my month and slid

downward toward my penis. I felt stimulated mo-

mentarily.

He turned me over facedown and mounted me.

His attempt was fruitless. I only felt pain and

shame.

I slid away from him, pulled up my disheveled

clothes, and ran from the park.

As I wandered toward my rooming house, I

thought, I can't even be a good queer.

After two or three weeks of further alcoholism,

I met Cynthia.

One day in a local supermarket where I was

buying a bag of potatoes and a container of milk,

I noticed her. She was reaching across for a con-

tainer of cottage cheese. I stopped and stared.

Her beauty and dress were outstanding, especially

in the setting of a midtown supermarket where

most of the women slopped around in shorts or

slacks with curlers in their hair.

I couldn't take my eyes off her. She was every-

thing I wanted to be and I longed to emulate her.

Sensing my eyes on her, she raised hers to mine

and smiled. We commenced a conversation and

spoke casually to each other. On parting, for no

particular reason, she asked for my telephone
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number. I gave her the number at my rooming

house.

She called a few days later.

"Dianna, can you come over to my house for

drinks this evening?”

I hesitated.

"Yes, all right. 111 come, but I don’t have much
of a wardrobe. Are you inviting others?”

"No, no, it’s so damn hot and my husband is

away on business. Come down as you are, so to

speak, and cool off with a few drinlcs.”

"What’s the number there? All right, about

seven-thirty.”

Physical contact between lesbians is nearly al-

ways the result of a strong friendship.

Sex without romance for Cynthia, I discovered,

was distasteful. Moreover, because of her figure

and face, she had been the prey of men who
wanted little more of her than her body.

Because of my mannish, unkempt appearance

when she had met me, she thought I was a butch.

I think Cynthia partly hated men because of

numerous shallow affairs, but had married to

share in the economic advantages of her hus-

band’s executive position.

When I arrived at her opulent home, replete

with servants, her state of affluence was very ap-

parent.

The servants had been dismissed for the eve-
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ning before my arrival, and her husband would

not return from his business trip until late the fol-

lowing day.

I was ushered down to the tastefully decorated

recreation room, complete with bar, to enjoy some

rather stiff drinks and listen to the stereo.

After we had spent a couple of hours drinking

heavily, she suggested we order some Chinese

food from a nearby restaurant.

"Oh, I love Chinese food, Cynthia,” I said, re-

membering I liked any kind of food because I

hadn’t had a decent meal in at least two weeks.

My boiled potato diet was beginning to pall.

About a half hour after she had made the phone

call, she began to dance to a fast piece of music.

Before my astonished eyes she stripped off all her

clothes down to a pair of black mesh stockings

and high-heeled shoes. It was then I realized she

wasn’t just an average society matron inviting a

less-fortunate girl over to her house for a drink.

Just when I was wondering how I was supposed

to react, there was a discreet chime at the front

door.

“Oh, that must be the food,” she said, running

up the stairs, still in her state of near nudity.

I heard the front door open, there was a pause,

then it slammed closed, followed by howls of

drunken laughter from Cynthia.
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She came weaving unsteadily down the stairs

with a large brown paper bag of food.

"“You didn't go to the door like that, Cynthia,

did you?"

'’You're damn right I did,” she slurred. “He

wouldn't even take my money, just handed me the

food and ran. Guess he’s never seen a pair of cans

like this in his life,” she said, agitating her ample

breasts up and down.

‘Well, at least we got a free dinner,” she gig-

gled. “I think IH try it again sometime.”

A few minutes, later, the phone rang.

Cynthia picked up the extension and after a

pause, said, ‘Well, he didn't take the money. Sure

I didn’t have any clothes on. It's my house and 111

dress the way I like . . . Sure, send someone else

over, one who doesn't shock as easily.” She

laughed and put the phone down.

“Guess I'd better put some clothes on before he

arrives, otherwise they're liable to call the cops,

and that's all I need.”

She threw on a silk kimono that she pulled out

from a nearby closet. It was crumpled but ob-

viously expensive.

Circumspectly clad, she paid for the food.

About ten minutes later, she poured another stiff

drink.

We ate.

I leaned back on the couch and began to close
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my eyes. I was fully dressed. Without opening my
eyes, my fingers groped for the full glass of gin on

the coffee table in front of me. I would make no

attempt to take my clothes off, I decided. I won-

dered what Cynthia would do next.

“It’s fun to make it with girls,” she said. "Have

you ever tried, Dianna?”

Better tell her, I thought.

"Cynthia, Ive got news for you. Fm not really a

girl. Fm actually a guy.”

There, that's that, I thought.

A moment passed and she looked at me curious-

ly over the rim of her glass of gin.

"You ve got to be kidding. Come on, darling,

show me.” Her lips pouted as her hand slid up my
thigh.

"Christ,” she gasped, "you’re on the level.”

Before I knew what was happening, she kissed

me aggressively, and I felt a slight tingling of sen-

sitivity. Then, mercifully, she fell asleep in a

drunken stupor.

When I opened my eyes, I was lying facedown

on the couch in my panties and bra.

Her husband was observing us through the

doorway, staring incredulously at his naked wife

lying beside another woman.

The excuses made by Cynthia to cover up her

night of attempted sexual deviation were legion. I

was very aware that if her husband had the least
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inkling I was a male, a near riot would have en-

sued.

Fortunately for me, he had only caught a

glimpse of my almost-naked backside, but I did

live through several very anxious moments in fear

of discovery. If I could survive the next few min-

utes, I knew I would go undetected by Cynthia’s

husband.

“Who the hell’s that?” he bellowed.

“Oh, Len, it’s my girl friend. We had a few

drinks and must have fallen asleep. Now please let

us alone. We want some privacy to get dressed.”

When we had done so, Cynthia was so busy

with her own robing she hardly noticed my own
haste to dress, we went upstairs. The rest was

easy. I just shook her by the hand, thanked her for

the drinks, and said goodbye.

In my more sober moments, my insatiable de-

sire for changing my sex grew stronger. I felt that

when the sexes were assigned, whoever was in

charge had made an awful mistake in my case.

My fear and dread of doctors kept me from pes-

tering them to operate. The root cause, I knew,

was psychological, not physical.

Walking along the tree-lined street to the room-

ing house, I was still thinking about the worsening

predicament in which I found myself.

What I could do, of course, would be to end it

all, but I doubted that I had the courage. There
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was little cowardice, I felt, in taking one’s own
life, rather, a great deal of bravery. Incidents are

on record of people who actually admire someone
for having the intestinal fortitude to end it all and
release others around them of a burden.

Yes, I decided, there would be no more Dianna,
the transsexual. I would, within an hour, become
just an object of pity in the eyes of those who
had known me.

I stood in the doorway and saw my landlady
resting on the sofa in her downstairs living room. I

crept up the winding staircase tomy room.
At this stage of any suicide attempt, there are

always second thoughts. Normally, the patient is

so distraught that logical, reasoned thinking is not
part of the picture. I didn’t think of the agony my
parents would suffer, nor the terrible shock I

would foist upon my landlady, who had been
nothing but kind and tolerant toward me.

I had only one object—death.

I made my decision, I would take a full bottle

of codeine tablets .

I went to the adjoining bathroom and filled a
large tumbler with water.

I returned to my room and closed the door. I sat

on the edge of the bed, unscrewed the cap from
the bottle of pills, and started to gulp them down
one by one .

For a moment, I paused in my task of self-de-
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struction; yet to stop now would be foolish. If I

was really to die, I must swallow every tablet in

the bottle.

I could hear my bedside clock ticking louder

than usual. Every sound was crisp and clear.

My heart beat quickened.

I thought of Don and the park, Cynthia and her

irate husband, and me.

“Who am I?”

"What am I?’

‘What does it matter; Im going to die; I’m

going to die.”

I looked at the clock. The hands blearily point-

ed to 3 P.M.

“Three, there’s three of me, man, woman and

the mixed-up combination of both.”

Downstairs, my landlady stirred, she raised her

body heavily from the sofa, and climbed the

stairs.

If she had not come to ask me how I was, I

would not be alive today.

When she opened the door and saw me lying on

the bed, a spilled bottle of pills on the floor beside

me, her question was dispensable.

She picked up the phone. From afar I heard her

calling for an ambulance. I watched her, unable to

speak; then she faded from sight.
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CHAPTER
FOURTEEN

THIRTY MINUTES after leaving my rooming
house, the ambulance arrived at the Toronto West-
ern Hospital.

The fight for my life began the moment the am-
bulance attendants had entered my room and
they stood me on my feet and held me between
them as they walked me down the stairs.

In any suicide attempt the prime life-saving

requisite is to keep the patient from drifting into a

coma. Another device used to prevent the onset of

a sleep of death is the administration of copious

quantities of oxygen.

The ambulance belonged to the emergency
fleet operated by the City of Toronto. On an
average day, it answered about a dozen emergen-
cy calls, was equipped to carry a maximum of three
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patients, and was fitted with portable oxygen cyl-

inders and a mobile telephone.

After an emergency of this type, it was not un-

usual for the attendants to check back with the

hospital several times for a progress report, until

the battle for life had been won or lost.

It took about twenty minutes to reach the hospi-

tal. The last wail of the siren faded away as we
pulled up in front of the emergency entrance.

It took another five minutes to wheel the

stretcher into the room where a stomach pump was

immediately inserted via a tube in my mouth.

Then before I would be discharged, police inter-

rogation was necessary. By this time, I was fully

conscious and alert enough to answer all their

probing questions: Would I give them the name

of my next of kin? If they didn't live in Ontario,

would I give them the name of a relative here in

the city.

I replied that I had no close relations in the

area. I volunteered my unsuspecting landlady.

Attempted suicide under Canadian law is a

crime punishable by imprisonment. The intern

who had been assigned to my case reported after

they left, “You’re dam lucky they didn't take you

to jail," then proceeded to sign my release form.

Interns hate suicide attempts because they some-

times involve subsequent court appearances.
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Four hours later, I walked out of the front en-

trance of the hospital to a waiting taxi.

I had pulled through—as is often the case with
the majority of suicide attempts—but pulled

through for what?

Once the taxi reached the rooming house, I was
greeted by my distraught landlady.

Despite my months of masquerading as a fe-

male, she now knew the truth. The police had
gone straight to her from the hospital.

Being European, she had a limited knowledge
of transsexualism. She decided to keep the matter
secret from her husband and the other girls who
rented rooms in the house.

She helped me up the stairs to my room, closed

the door, and sat on the bed.

“Now, then, listen to me, Dianna,” she said in

her broken English accent. “You’ve got to start to

eat properly, no more of the drinking. Its bad for

you.”

I could hear the wind blowing outside as she
lay down a new set of ground rules designed espe-

cially for me: there would be no alcohol allowed
in my room; she would personally handle my
money, letting me have no more than two dollars

a day, unless I could prove it was an emergency;
and I would be forced to eat three decent meals
per day to build up my strength.

She finished, and I kissed her on the cheek.
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Before leaving the room, she inquired, "Would

you like a little chicken soup? I have some already

made.”

I smiled for the first time in days.

A day or two later, I ambled along beside Gra-

ham in Winston Churchill Park. We were en route

to a nearby restaurant to have lunch and a heart

to heart talk about my future.

"As soon as you possibly can, I’d suggest you

get down to some serious job-hunting, Dianna,”

Graham said.

We bought a paper and spent the lunch hour

checking the help wanted female column.

This resulted in my getting a good secretarial job

in the Toronto Star Building on King Street. Gra-

ham had lent me money for some new clothes, so

I would look presentable for the interview. I grad-

ually began to rebuild a good basic wardrobe.

One day I was having my hair combed out dur-

ing my lunch hour in a downtown beauty salon

when I saw Cynthia sitting under a dryer across

from me. I hadn’t seen her since the night of our

attempted heterosexual sex.

She couldn’t believe I was the same person as I

sat in a well-tailored suit while the beautician

combed the last few curls into place.

We chatted back and forth across the salon—

Cynthia was inclined to shout because she
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couldnt gauge the level of her voice, which was
distorted by the drone of the dryer.

“Dianna, I just can't believe it’s the same person;

you look just fab,” she gushed.

I was unable to return the compliment. With
her face flushed from the heat, and her head
swathed in a pink hair net from which an assort-

ment of grotesque curls protruded, she looked
far from her best.

So far, she had not mentioned the reaction of

her husband to my visit.

I supposed he had been furious, but maybe I

had miscalculated.

Dianna, why don't you join Ted and me for din-

ner tomorrow night? We re having some friends

over; there's a fellow I'd love you to meet.”

Wouldn't it be embarrassing for both of us?
Didn't she realize this was pushing everything a
bit too far? How could I face her husband again?

I nodded my assent.

The following evening I revisited Cynthia’s

congenial home with all the memories it held for

me.

“I still haven’t recovered from the shock of see-

ing you yesterday afternoon,” Cynthia said as she

led me toward the drawing room.

“Ted, this is Dianna, a friend of mine.”

“How do you do,” I said, realizing that he had
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absolutely no recollection of having met me be-
fore.

I could now divert my mind to enjoying the
evening. With luck, I thought, my new well-
kempt look would keep Ted from associating me
with the ill-kempt slob who had spent the night
with his wife several months earlier.

I d like you to meet Len,” Cynthia was saying
as she led me across the room to the brocade
couch. On it sat a distinguished gentleman in his
early sixties who was immaculately dressed in a
well-tailored, brown silk suit. As he stood up to

shake my hand, I glimpsed a large ruby ring in an
antique setting on one of his outstretched fingers.

How do you do,” I said, moistening my lips as

he took my hand firmly in his. His dark expressive

eyes told me he was genuinely pleased to meet
me.

The next three hours sped by, sparked by con-

genial conversation, food, and lashings of liquor.

I took my leave, but not before Len and I had
exchanged phone numbers and mutual promises

to get together the following week.

His ensuing friendship gave me a sense of iden-

tity and acceptance.

Len was a widower and he too craved compan-
ionship. He took me to the Missisagua Golf and

Country Club where he held a membership, the
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Royal Alexandra Theater, and many movies and

restaurants.

With both his physical and financial assistance,

I moved into my own apartment, which he helped

me furnish. To top if off, he presented me with a

very special gift. Cleopatra, a toy French poodle

with the blackest curls I had ever seen.

Settled with a secure job and comfortable ac-

commodation, I set about the task of having my

sex changed to that of a woman. As I pursued

every avenue in deadly earnest, I chanced to meet

two other transsexuals who were also desperately

trying to obtain medical help.

The three of us pooled together our limited

knowledge on the subject. We learned of doctors

in Casablanca and Mexico who were performing

the operation. We wrote to them, but the astro-

nomical figures they were charging for the sur-

gery made this impossible.

I realized it would take a great deal of money

not only for medical fees but for travel, because

this surgery was not then available in Canada.

I wrote several letters to celebrities trying to

get them to contribute toward the cost of the

operation.

One letter I wrote to Elizabeth Taylor is worth

noting, it read:
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PERSONAL & CONFIDENTIAL
Dear Mrs. Burton:

Pleas© do not construe tih© foUowing as being

a piece of cheek and audacity. The only intent

and purpose of this letter is a shameless at-

tempt, on the part of the writer, to correct an

intolerable situation. In spite of my forward-

ness, if nothing else, try to accept the sincerity

ofmy motive in writing you.

I am a transsexual, and for the past fifteen

years have lived, functioned, and have been ac-

cepted in society as a female, and bear legal

identification as such, although I am physically

of the male gender.

A transsexual is a person who, emotionally,

psychologically, and mentally is a woman, apart

from the external genitalia which is usually

male. Some people in this situation can and do

live a limitedly successful life as a woman, la-

boring always under the fear of being "found

out” either by an individual or by the police,

which can lead to public exposure, embarrass-

ment, and even imprisonment.

In my particular case, I have been fortunate

in having medical guidance and a complete

psychological evaluation sanctioning and rec-

commending my life as a woman. I have always

felt that any individual who continuously

ponders on one's problems, thrusts them so
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completely out of proportion they became abso-

lutely insurmountable and unbearable. Accord-

ingly, life which can be so full becomes the hell

on earth so many of us create for ourselves. I

must say that, if only out of sheer obstinacy,

my life to date has been relatively foil and any-

thing but dull.

Until a few years past, I have always held

employment, mostly as a secretary, but some-

times in sales or the world of fashion. This came

to a sudden end as a result of a motor car acci-

dent wherein my passenger was killed. My se-

cret identity became newspaper headlines and,

although acquitted of any guilt, I found the no-

toriety involved made it difficult to find further

employment, former friends shunned me, and

eventually I withdrew completely into a self-fash-

ioned shell. During this time, I truly took inven-

tory of what I had left and as usually happens,

when one door closes another opens. I became

determined to accept myself in the glaring light

of what I really was and pursue an irrevo-

cable solution. Fortunately, the medical world

has now become sympathetic to the plight

of the transsexual and various clinics have

been established to aid people such as my-

self in achieving a physical change of sex

through hormone therapy and surgery. Perhaps
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yon are aware of such publicized cases as Chris-

tine Jorgenson, April Ashely, and Coccinelle.

I then made it my business to bring myself to

the attention of medical people who could and

would help me. I am a registrant with the

Gender Identity Clinic of the Johns Hopkins

Hospital in Baltimore, who unfortunately, al-

though they are treating transsexuals through

psychological evaluation, hormone therapy, and

sex-change surgery, inform me that they have

such a lengthy list of active and prospective pa-

tients, they have to limit their services to nation-

als in the vicinity of Baltimore, which precludes

completely someone like myself in Canada. I

approached a local plastic surgeon and ex-

plained my situation to him. He took an interest

in my case and under his direction I was reeval-

uated by two local private psychiatrists and

seen by an endocrinologist, all of whom ap-

proved this surgery as being necessary. The

whole matter came to a complete halt when the

administrators of the surgeon s hospital flatly

refused him use of the hospital's facilities on

moral and legal grounds. I have become aware

of a private hospital in Yonkers, New York,

where this type of thing is being undertaken;

however, the fees involved are approximately

$3,000.00 U.S. and since my funds cannot

match that figure I am at a standstill.
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Would you, Mrs. Burton, know of any public

or private organization that would be prepared

to negotiate a loan of this amount on trust

alone? Perhaps you can imagine how deter-

mined I would be to repay this indebtedness

when the door of everyday opportunity opens

to me as it is to any relatively well-adjusted fe-

male.

I am reluctant to apologize again for this in-

fringement on your busy schedule, so I shall

not, but will instead thank you for any consid-

eration you may choose to give me.

During your visit to Toronto when Mr. Bur-

ton appeared in Camelot, I was inches away

from both him and yourself on several occasions

and through the intimacy of the cinema have

grown to know you as a personal entity, which

makes the writing of this letter less painful.

I wish you and your family all best things.

Yours sincerely,

I enclosed three personal references from local

doctors who were aware of my case.

Liz never received the letter; it was returned

marked Undelivered. I did not pursue this method

any further.

Much more significant was the news that

spread through the Toronto transsexual communi-
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ty that surgery was being contemplated here in

Canada.

I investigated and found the information was

correct. As I indicated in the letter to Elizabeth

Taylor, I needed the evaluation of two psychia-

trists.

My meeting with them went extremely well. It

had been an honest confrontation where I was

able to tell of my years of misery and my insatia-

ble desire to become a woman. I explained further

that I wanted all my male characteristics changed.

I obtained numerous pamphlets published by

the Erikson Foundation in New York City.

I learned of Dr. Leo Wollman, of Brooklyn, a

psychiatrist and one of the world's foremost au-

thorities on transsexualism. I phoned him in New
York and gave him the name of a local surgeon

who was treating me. Together, in consultation,

they decided to commence treating me with fe-

male hormone pills.

These pills have the effect on the male of devel-

oping breast tissue, rounding out the angular male

features, and generally giving more feminine con-

tours to the patient. Moreover, when I began taking

them, I became like a girl at puberty. I suffered

tenderness in my breasts, followed by swelling and

even took on a symptom more usually associated

with pregnancy—morning sickness.

It was about this time that I commenced elec-
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trolysis at a salon in north Toronto. It was operat-

ed by a sweet, very understanding young lady

named Edna. Not only was she excellent at her

profession but showed sensitivity to my plight

dining the hundreds of hours of the tedious task

of removing my facial hair. This treatment can be

extremely costly, and Edna obligingly reduced her

usual hourly fee, enabling me to afford her serv-

ices over a lengthy period of time.

Edna has since become a dear and close friend.
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CHAPTER
FIFTEEN

ONE DOES not usually associate castration with

roast beef, but I do.

My life’s dream of becoming a woman came

closer to becoming reality when I met Bambi. She

- was an attractive blond French-Canadian female

impersonator who had performed in numerous

nightclubs.

She had a personal friend in New York who had

undergone successful sex-change surgery. From

her, she obtained the address of a doctor in Yon-

kers, New York, who would perform an orchadec-

tomy ( castration) for a reasonable fee.

But the money required, together with travel

expenses, was more than I had saved; so I went to

several of my friends for loans.

I had earlier arranged with another transsexual

friend to have the castration operation performed
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on her when I had mine. She had to dress as a male

until we arrived in New York because she didn’t

have any female identification for going through

immigration. I had.

We left for New York a few days later, having

set up a definite appointment with the Yonkers

doctor. It was the July fourth weekend, 1969.

Why I felt so great, I will never know. Of

course, I didn’t know just how serious and painful

the surgery would be. I had spent so many years

in the valley that this seemed the beginning of

reaching for the summit.

We checked our baggage with Air Canada and,

finding we had a twenty-minute delay, went to a

coffee shop to kill time. We were so engrossed in

discussing our hopes and fears that we didn’t hear

our flight being called.

"My God, I think we’ve missed our plane,” I

said, glancing in panic at my watch. "Let’s go and

check.” I grabbed my handbag and slammed the

forty cents down in front of the cashier as we

raced toward the check-in counter.

Una followed close behind.

“We called the flight more than ten minutes

ago, Miss,” a condescending ticket agent advised

us, looking at the clock behind him. Our next

flight is fully booked; if your business is urgent, I

suggest you check one of the other airlines. Amer-

ican, Eastern, and Mohawk fly to New York.”
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"What about our luggage?” Una snapped.

"You don’t have to worry, it will be waiting for

you at the Air Canada baggage claim at Kennedy.

If its there for any length of time, it will be

locked away until your arrival. Just make sure you

don’t lose your baggage claims,” he said. "I sug-

gest you check with American right away. Their

counter is down there to my right,” he mumbled,

pointing to a section adjoining the U.S. Customs.

There was a long line, which was not surpris-

ing, considering the fourth of July weekend is the

busiest travel period between the United States

and Canada.

I checked each airline in turn. The answer was

always the same. "Sorry, nothing available.”

I decided to call Edward, a mutual friend of

ours and ask him if he would drive us to Buffalo,

about eighty miles south of Toronto.

He agreed.

I was determined nothing was going to deter

me now from having the first stage of my sex-

change performed. I had waited too long for this

day.

On arriving in Buffalo, we found that we could

only get a flight to Newark, and there was still our

luggage at Kennedy to worry about. We splurged

and flew by helicopter from Newark to J.F.K. and

miraculously found our bags waiting for us.
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We hailed a taxi, gave him the doctor’s address

in Yonkers, and climbed in.

Una decided she wanted to be a woman again;

after all, she reasoned, she was en route to having

part of her male body removed.

To the dismay of the taxi driver, who prior to

this was convinced he’d witnessed everything there

was to see in life, she proceeded to take off her

clothes in the back seat and put on all her female

attire. It took most of the journey to arrange her

blond wig and put on her nylons, makeup and

dress. The poor driver just stared and stared

through the rearview mirror, too dumbfounded to

utter a word.

I’m sure if it had been a shorter ride he would

have asked us to get out. I sensed he was both

embarrassed and uneasy, but fares from Queens

to Yonkers were not that easy to come by; so he

just let his eyes roll heavenward, while the look of

incredulity on his face grew more pronounced as

the miles ticked by.

We arrived in Yonkers and located the doctors

office without too much difficulty.

As we were about to pay the cabbie, I grew

tense. Suppose he reported us to the police or

worse, the immigration service? I was reminded of

so many of the times in my life when I had lived

in fear of discovery. But somehow today was dif-
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ferent; here I was in a foreign country. My fears

were unwarranted.

The drivers only comment as I handed him a

twenty dollar bill was, "Don't tell me you're going

to turn into a guy now.”

I said testily, "Of course not, whatever makes

you think that?”

He grinned broadly and handed me the change.

"Well—eh—

”

"It's all right, keep the change,” I said in a sud-

den burst of generosity.

We hurried inside.

We were seen by the doctor, who set our ap-

pointment for 10 a.m. the following morning.

The nurse directed us to a nearby motel that

she assured us would have a vacancy. We phoned

for a taxi and left.

The day's travel had tired us both; so almost as

if we were enjoying a vacation, we freshened up,

reapplied our makeup, and went down to the

cocktail lounge for a few drinks.

Later in bed, I reflected that here I was about

to undergo surgery within hours and I felt no fear.

With these thoughts, I drifted off to sleep.

I slept soundly, until awakened by Una tugging

at the sheets.

"Come on, Dianna, show a leg. Our appoint-

ment's in an hour. Hurry it up or well be late.”

The speed with which we both dressed was un-
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believable. I was pleased we had overslept, be-

cause we were both so preoccupied with arriving

at the doctor's office at 10 a.m. we didn’t have

any time to develop the tensions that often

precede surgery.

As soon as we were both dressed, I telephoned

for a cab. Within minutes, we were on our way,

and soon we were deposited at our destination.

I hesitated at the entrance. Normally, I would

have gone barging in, but I knew this was no rou-

tine visit to a doctor’s office.

It had been prearranged for Una to go first.

Before the doctor went into his office, I asked

him if it was possible for me to have a drink; I

suddenly had become panic-stricken.

“Sure, help yourself,” he said, handing me a

bottle of White Label.

The unending silence from the adjoining room

troubled me. To console myself, I poured another

Scotch.

I reflected that the only way I would be able to

enter the office was to become half-drunk.

I suffered a heightened sense of aloneness.

The door opened and Una appeared. Her face

was ashen white; I will always admire her for the

way she acted even after undergoing this opera-

tion. She smiled bleakly at me and said, “It was

nothing. Go on, Dianna, it will be over before you

know it.” She kissed me lightly on the cheek.
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The doctor said, "You may go in now, Dianna.”

As I disrobed, I wondered how many previous

castrations he had performed. Surely, they

couldn’t be as commonplace as a tonsilectomy.

The doctor was kindly and sympathetic. Tm
going to give you a local anaesthetic. Try to

relax”

I assumed it would be painful, and I was right.

After thirteen needles in various parts of the

groin, an incision in the scrotum, muffled, stifled

screams, hushed conversation between doctor and

nurse, glaring lights, renting flesh, sundry sutures

—Dianna, the half-drunk man became a very

sober eunuch.

I dressed and joined Una. As we left, the doctor

handed us prescriptions for pain-killers, which we
immediately filled in the hospital pharmacy.

Surprisingly, both Una and I felt elated. The

drugs and the freezing still numbed any pain, and

we were both so deliriously happy to have had

this done that we felt giddy with joy.

I hadn’t really planned on spending the post-

operative hours flirting in the motel cocktail

lounge, but that’s just what transpired.

I was aware of two very brown eyes, a fellow

sitting on the adjoining bar stool, eyeing me invit-

ingly.

"Can I buy you girls a drink?”

I nodded noncommittally.
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Una and I sat sipping our drinks, secretly mar-

veling at what had just happened to us.

Suddenly, without warning, the pain struck. I

felt a warm trickle of blood ooze downmy legs.

“Una, let’s get out of here,” I whispered to her

in alarm. “I’m starting to bleed. Give me a hand,

and let’s get the hell to our room.”

I gripped Una’s arm tightly as she eased me

gently down from the bar stool. She led me slowly

toward the elevator.

We barely reached the room because I could

hardly walk. “Una, get me a glass of water,

please.”

My request went undone, as I collapsed onto

my bed in a state of delirium.

For three days we suffered together.

A telephone call to the front desk left unwanted

cleaning women at a cautious distance. The same

method was used to order sandwiches that we re-

quested be left outside our door.

Neither of us could walk. It was too agonizing-

ly painful; so we perfected a way of crawling on

all fours to open the door slightly and grab the

tray to pull it inside.

On the fourth day, we were able to survey the

room and each other. It horrifyingly revealed

bloodstained towels, sheets, and blankets. In all, it

looked more like a case of an illegal, unsuccessful

abortion than a castration.
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Slowly, we dressed and packed our bags. We
gathered the soiled linen and threw it in a heap

on the bathroom floor. We paid our bill, checked

out, and told the taxi driver to take us to a good

restaurant

We were literally starved for a square meal.

We stopped before a restaurant and, leaving

our luggage at the entrance, selected a table.

We sat quietly for a moment, eagerly perusing

the ample menu. Then we signaled the waiter and

placed our order.

Our selection was ill-chosen. We both ordered

roast beef, and it tasted a bit peculiar, but we as-

sumed it was our lack of eating that was playing

havoc with our taste buds. We were ravenously

hungry; so we ate without question.

En route back home, we were violently ill with

vomiting and stomach cramps.

I cannot now eat roast beef without remember-

ing my castration.
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CHAPTER
SIXTEEN

OUR NAUSEA persisted for the better part of the

return journey by bus to Toronto. It undermined

our sense of achievement as we cautiously replied

to the questioning of the Canadian customs offi-

cer before crossing the border.

"How long were you out of the country?”

"Five days,” I replied weakly.

"Did you bring anything back?”

"No,” I said. I glanced at Una and smiled as the

officer started to question another returning trav-

eler.

"No,” I whispered in her ear. "But let's tell him

we left our balls floating in the Hudson River.”

She giggled.

It was growing dark outside as the bus drew

into the Bay Street Bus Terminal.
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I kissed Una a quick goodbye, promised to call

the following morning, and took a taxi back home.

At 9 a.m. the next morning, I returned belated-

ly from an extended fourth of July weekend to my
secretarial duties.

The irony of my situation was, now that I was a

eunuch, there was absolutely no guarantee I

would be able to have the remainder of the neces-

sary surgery performed in Canada.

In contrast to my acceptance of my former situ-

ation, my new stance became one of aggressive-

ness and impatience for action.

In August, I approached the gynecological de-

partment of the Toronto General Hospital and

was interviewed by Dr. W. H. Allemang. He as-

sured me the operation was viable, but he pointed

out that there was the necessity of forming the

necessary team of doctors to consist of a plastic

surgeon, a urologist, a gynecologist, and an endo-

crinologist.

A few weeks after our first meeting, he advised

me that the Clarke Institute of Psychiatry was

forming a gender identity clinic under the chair-

manship of Dr. Betty Steiner.

Dr. Allemang arranged an appointment for the

two of us to meet her as soon as possible.

The Clarke Institute, named after the late Dr. C.

K. Clarke, the first professor of psychiatry at the
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University of Toronto, has been operating a little

over four years.

The building is located at the comer of College

and Huron Streets in midtown Toronto. There is

available space for 185 patients in its fourteen

stories.

Among its many unique features is the wearing

of street clothes by doctors, nurses, and patients,

eliminating white, starched uniforms.

Armed with my file in his briefcase, Dr. Alle-

mang and I arrived there to meet Dr. Steiner.

As I walked up the sweeping steps toward the

doorway, set off by stark white columns, I remem-

bered with horror my stay at a similar establish-

ment in Ponoca, Alberta, several years before.

Dr. Steiner, a petite English lady in her early

forties, spent several hours with us, discussing the

course of psychiatric evaluation I would be re-

quired to undergo before her group could endorse

me for surgery.

Because both the Toronto General Hospital and

Clarke Institute were now working as a team with

regard to any forthcoming sex-change operations,

no surgery would be performed without the ex-

plicit endorsement of the gender clinic.

I was shocked and upset by this information. I

had thought that I would be required to meet

with Dr. Steiner once, or at the most twice, before

surgery could be performed.
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I showed my annoyance with a display of hys-

teria and tears culminating in a mild temper tan-

trum-much to the consternation of poor Dr. Al-

lemang—but none of the devices ruffled Betty

Steiner. I have since discovered she is completely

unflappable.

There was nothing to do but resign myself to

several months of intensive psychiatric evaluation.

I really did not have much choice; for I knew also

that if I was approved for surgery, all the costs

would be borne by the Ontario government under

O.H.S.I.P. the medicare plan of the Province of On-

tario.

The reason for such lengthy and detailed psy-

choanalysis is because of the absolute irrevocabili-

ty of the surgery. Here is one example of where

ifs not good to be too much of a woman—there is

no room for a change of mind.

In September the program went into full opera-

tion, and I discovered, to my ecstatic joy, that I

was to be the first patient.

I was admitted to the Clarke Institute as an

out-patient. I had appointments with various peo-

ple, including psychiatrists, psychologists, sexolo-

gists, social workers, and a lawyer.

With the social worker, I discussed my every-

day life at work, home, and my leisure activities.

She advised me she would have to interview my
parents. Ultimately, she assigned a northern On-
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tario social worker to conduct the actual inter-

views and send back a written report.

The lawyer discussed my legal status in the

light of my proposed sexual change, its implica-

tions, and my legal status under Canadian law.

The psychiatrists and psychologists analyzed

me with exhaustive verbal interviews and written

tests, trying to determine firsthand if there was

any way in which I could adjust to a masculine

role. When they realized this was futile, because I

was truly a transsexual, they worked to determine

my suitability for surgery and my subsequent life

as a woman.

The sexologist placed most of his emphasis on

my past sexual life and future sexual aspirations

and desires.

I found one of the prerequisites qualifying me
for surgical intervention was the fact I had cross-

dressed for such a lengthy period of time. My past

continuous employment as a female also stood me
in good stead, and having never lived with a man
went very much in my favor.

In the latter part of the year I had blood drawn

on a daily basis for thirty consecutive days. On
the weekend, it was drawn at Womens College

Hospital. I was advised that if I missed even one

day I would have to begin the sequence all over

again—I completed the assignment.

The Gender Identity Clinic divided the entire
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course into what they called Protocols—upon
completion of each, my file was examined by a

committee whose vote was the deciding factor as

to whether or not I would be allowed to continue

to the next stage. I completed each one success-

fully.

In the spring of 1970, I was told to take two

weeks leave of absence from my job in order to be

admitted to the Clark Institute as an in-patient.

I was given a detailed hourly schedule that kept

me moving from doctor, to social worker, to psy-

chiatrist, to psychologist, on almost an hourly

basis.

On our floor there were both men and women
patients. We ate meals together and shared a

communal lounge. There were separate bedrooms

for men and women, though some adjoined—

I

was given my own private room.

I remember one patient who had a serious

weight problem that was not caused by overeat-

ing. She had tried every imaginable diet, but still

her weight hovered around the two hundred

pound mark.

Prior to my arrival, all the patients on my floor

had been advised of my unique situation. Upon
being told, one patient, who considered himself

ultramasculine, said to a muse, “Well, he’d better

not come near me or I’ll sock him one.” However,

after meeting me, he was so impressed by both
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my appearance and personality that he went out

of his way to be friendly. We used to sit by the

hour working out crossword puzzles together.

The most distasteful test was when I had an ap-

paratus attached to my penis. It consisted of a

condom within a test tube that fitted snugly over

my penis, this in turn was hooked up to a pressure

gauge and the results were recorded in an adjoin-

ing room.

As part of the test, I was shown a series of ana-

tomical pictures of naked and clothed men,

women, and children. When I realized just how

personal, prying, and, in my estimation, degrading

this was, I flung the contraption from my body,

put on my clothes, and stomped from the room.

I reported to Dr. Steiner, and she advised me I

was a volunteer participant in any test, and my re-

fusal to take any test would in no way preclude

me from surgery. Thus assured, I decided to dis-

continue this one.

During the final days of my stay, I met several

of the surgeons who were to form the operating

team for my first sex-change operation.

Dr. Steiner, whom I had seen daily, tried even

on day ten to dissuade me from the surgery,

pointing out how irrevocable it was. One of the

interviews was videotaped, and previously, the

Institute photographer had taken nude stills of

me.
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As arranged, I was discharged on the final day

and obliged to await the decision of the commit-

tee.

Within weeks, I was informed of their conclu-

sion, which recommended sex reassignment.

I was to be Canada’s first sex-change, and the

date was set for April 20, 1970.

During my final interview on April 16, Dr.

Steiner showed me in detail diagrams of the pro-

posed surgery. She explained the procedure to be

used; it would be the Edgerton technique devised

at Johns Hopkins Hospital in Baltimore.

My penis would be denuded by roDing back its

cover and using the sheath to form a new vagina.

It would be sensitized and thus orgasm would be

made possible. Penal nerve ends would be posi-

tioned to form my clitoris, with the scrotum being

drawn up to form the inner and outer lips of the

labia. My urethra would be shortened to conform

to my new female organs.

She went on to explain that a skin graft from

my thigh would form a vaginal lining.

After she finished her lengthy explanation, I

asked dozens of questions. To me it all seemed so

complicated and somewhat miraculous—I was in-

trigued.

The surgery would be performed in an observa-

tion operating theater, and would be viewed by

medical students. A documentary film of the oper-
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ative procedure would be made for future medical

reference.

My parting words to Dr. Steiner were: TDr.

Steiner this is Mr. Boileau saying goodbye.” She

threw her arms around me and kissed me.

I was admitted to the Toronto General Hospital

on the eve of the operating day. My final night's

rest as a man was strangely tranquil.

That morning I awoke, brushed my teeth, re-

moved my finger and toenail varnish, and braided

my hair.

No sooner had I completed these toiletries than

a nurse appeared to gown me. She shrouded my
feet in pillow cases.

My entire bed was wheeled into the elevator,

which whisked me to the operating floor. I was

left for a few minutes on my bed outside the the-

ater. Several doctors passed by and reassured me
with kind words and good wishes.

The doors of the operating theater opened wide,

and I was wheeled inside. They placed me on the

operating table. I saw bright lights, instruments,

and masked faces peering anxiously at me.

The anaesthetist approached, took my left hand,

and extended my arm onto a wooden board. I

glanced to my left and saw a poised hypodermic

needle. I felt it enter my vein—colored circles

floated above me, I felt strangely cold—then

nothing.
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I

EPILOGUE

OBLIVION. Sudden awakening from a void.

First, the awareness—an awareness of living, of

breathing, of pain, of self.

My stupefied senses began a reconstruction of

my immediate and personal world; a world that

had become a place unto itself, with oceans of

pain and valleys of anguish.

Slowly, I became conscious of the throb of

sound, footsteps, laughter, clatter, voices. The

throb of pain. Then one voice emerged, "Nurse,

Nurse,” with a low expectant urgency. There was

no reply to the voice. Just silence.

“Yes, yes! What do you want Mrs. Freeman?

Were busy you know’—hurried, harried footsteps

of the nurse somewhere beyond my bed.

Footsteps, heavy footsteps, that seemed to be
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earning toward me. Almost silently, a nurse

pushed open the door and peered at me anxiously.

Did she expect to see a corpse? I wondered.

“How are you?” she asked, smiling gently.

“Where am I?” I asked in a muffled voice that

did not seem to belong to me.

“Just relax and go to sleep; the doctor will be

along to see you in a few minutes/’ As she with-

drew, I found myself listening to the sharp tattoo

of her heels as she teetered on her way.

When the doctor eventually arrived, he came to

meet a resurgence of life. For me this was not the

end. It was the beginning, my second beginning. I

was now anatomically a woman.

I gave the doctor what I thought was one of my
fragile, compelling, little-girl looks. I am sure I

looked like a little girl with my soap-and-water

scrubbed face, devoid of makeup, my red hair

childishly tied in two braids. Fragile—yes, very.

Compelling? No.

“How are you feeling, Dianna?” he asked, his

voice not very successfully camouflaging a note of

urgency.

“First time you have really looked at me in

days. You are always sleeping—wake up—wake
up!”

I drowsily lifted my eyelids, dropping them

down again as my chin and head fell heavily for-

ward. To all intents and purposes, I was asleep.
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It was a sleep of peace. All my dejection bom of

past failure bad left me.

Three months later I had recuperated suffi-

ciently to be discharged. I remember that morn-

ing well.

As I threaded my way precariously through the

maze of corridors at the Toronto General Hospi-

tal, refusing the usual assistance of a wheelchair, I

wore a carefree look and attitude because at last I

was carefree. As carefree as the burden of being

Canada’s first sex-change would allow one to be. »

My world, on that Monday morning, was a kind

of Valhalla—I wore the air of a woman aware she

is truly feminine.

As I walked down the hospital steps toward the

waiting taxi, my suitcase in hand—I experienced a

sort of rhapsody, an ecstasy before the cadence:

Behold, lama woman.
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The story you are about to read will quite

possibly shock you in its brutal frankness and

graphic descriptions.

will startle you as it reveals a way of

a way of sexual being that seem

range of the normal imagination.

And it will move you to a new kind

realization of the torments a sexual deviant must
#

j'"

suffer in our society—as well as the hope that

new medical techniques offer a person like

Dianna, to at last find fulfillment.
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